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Abstract

The one-dimensional lvate equation on a time-dependent domain is studied.

Analytical solutions of an associated initial boundary value problem are sought,

These solutions are de¡ived bv trvo distinct techniques, namel¡' through an appli-

cation of d'Alembert's solution and via the derivation of a series represenlation of

these solutions.
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Introduction

Project Oedipus, undertaken b5' Bristol Aerospace Limited, culminated in the

launching of a tethered satellite which rvas, among other things designed to inves-

tigate Ðarth's magnetic field. During its flight, the spin-stabilized Oedipus pay-

load separated into trvo components, rvhich remained connected b¡' a thin flexible

conducting tether throughout the deployment. Separation and tether deployment

dynamics gave rise to a coning motion o{ both components of the payload. This

coning motion acted to exite the ends of the tether as the components moved apart

to a distance of nearly one kilometer. This deployment, and in particular the dy-

namics of the tether, as dÌiven by the gross vehicle dynamics, is discussed by Berry

in [Ber]. One of the models proposed in [Ber] is based upon a quasi-linear vector

li'ave equation in one spatial r'ariable whose domain is time-dependent, The ¡esult

is an initial boundary value problem (IB\¡P) that models a i'ibrating string whose

length grows u'ith time, and whose ends are driven by the gross payload dynamics.

Subsequent analysis of this model is accomplished chiefly through a numerical in-

tegration using the method of characteristics and does not address the question of

analytical solutions.

The objective of this thesis is to derive analvtical solutions of a simplified

version of this model. Horvever, this version does retain the complications associated



u'ith the time-dependent nature of the domain upon rvhich the solution is sought.

Two distinct approaches are taken in the derivation of these solutions. The first

involves an application of the well-known d'Alembert solution of the t'a¡'e equation

io this IB\¡P. The second approach makes use of the theor¡' o{ Lie groups and results

in series solutions resembling those obtained by the usual separation of variables

technique.



Chapter 1r P reliminarres

1,1: Intro d uctio n

As in [Ber],let us consider the vectorial initial moving-boundary value problem

(IMB\/P)

ô2i "a2õ, - / âü ôü\-=l:c'-=l +Flæ.¿.ü,-,;), 0<æ<.9(t), t>0, l.ç'(l)i <1,ötz öæz \ . . 'ôæ' ôl )
(1.1.1a)

ü(ø,0) : Ít(,)î + ¡,1*¡¡, 9!*0 : s,(æ)i + sz(')j, 0 < æ <.e(0),

(1.1.1å, c)

ü(0,r) : p{t)î + pr(t)j, ü(s(¿),t) : ql(t); + sr(t)j, I > 0, (1.1.1d,e)

rvhere ü(c,l) : u{x,t)î i u2(æ,1)i. In the above, ü(æ,f) represents the tlgo-

dimensional transverse displacement, at position æ and time f , of the tether modelled

by (1.1.1), u'here i and j are orthogonal unit vectors lying along the z1- and z2-axes

o{ the orthogonal coordinate system (u1,22,ø). We rvill assume that S(7) > 0 for

any finite time ? > 0 needed, rve will ¡estrict the va¡iable I to a finite interval so

that S(¿) remains non-negative. The functions r1-þ), p2(t), q1(t) and qz(f) describe

the displacement at the ends of the tether, and a¡e determined by the motions of

the fore and aft payloads. On the other hand, the functions ft@), Ír(r), gi(æ) and

gz(æ) describe the initial displacements and velocities of points on the tether. ln

addition, the non-homogeneit¡' É (æ, f , ri, ff, ff) "un 
be thought of as representing



the net external force per unit length exerted on the teiher at position r and time

f. It should be noted that (1.1.1a) can be written as

O'Irt cO''Ut ^ I - OU OU\
=; 

:c- 
- 

-Ïilx1llu';-' - l'Ot' Or' \ Ot: dt./

ô'u, ,ô2u, ^/ -ôü ôü\
ôt, - c' Ar, +/2 

\c,1'u' A", A, ),

(7.1 .2a)

(1.r.2b)

(1.1.3ø)

(1.1.3ó, c)

(1.1.3d, e)

s'hich is a coupled quasi-linear svstem of s'at'e equations. If the external forcing

terms in (1.1.2a,b) are of the form .t'1 (r,1,,u1, %"f ,*t) ar,d F2 (æ,1,u2,W,W)

respectivel)', then s¡'stem (1.1.2) becomes simpll'a pair of uncoupled quasi-linear

v'ave equations. If rve further assume that the forcing terms can be neglected

altogether, then we can restrict ou¡ consideration to a, single scalar IMB\/P, based

upon the usual (linear) n'ave equation. We note that this simplification is by no

means physically reasonable, and the resulting system is not expected to accurately

model the tether dynamics of the Oedipus deployment. Hon'ever, the removal of

the non-homogeneitv allou's us to concentrate our efforts on analytical techniques

that ¡r'ilI address the complication of the moving boundary r : S(¿).

Fo¡ convenience, we introduce the dimensionless variables c : æ,t: !1. Upon

dropping the bar notation, rve obtain an II\{B\¡P o{ the form

ô2u ô2u
Ol' Or¿

u(r,,0) : f (æ),

u(0,t) - p(t),

0<ø<.9(l), f ) o, ls'(¿)l < 1,

0<ø<^9(0),

¿>0.u (-9(l), r) = q(t),



More specificallS', when rve examine the case in rvhich .9(l) is a linear function of the

form 5(l) : bt t Io, u'e will employ an additional change of variables of the form

æ: loæ"',1= Iol". In this case, upon dropping the x notation, the function 5(l)

becomes S (t) : *1 ¡ 1.

In the next section, we rvill begin our analysis of moving-boundar¡' problems

involving the rvave equation by considering a problem, analogous to (1.1.3), on the

semi-inflnite domain D = {(c,f)lS(¿) ( æ ( oc, I > 0} u'ith S(t) : ,"1. ¡

solution of this problem is obtained by requiring thai ihe usual d'Aìembert solution

of the rvave equation satisfy the initial and boundary conditions. Àn extension of

this analysis will ¡esult in a solution of the general problem (1.i.3) as demonstrated

in chapter 2.



1.2: d'.A.lembertls Solution of a Semi-Infinite IMBVP

The general linear second-order homogenous partial differential equation, with

constant coefficients, in two independent variables, has the form

02u . ô2u ô2u .ôu ôuo 
ôt, + o 

ôrôt 
- 

" ar, + o a + e * - lu = tJ (1.2.1)

where ø, å, c, d, e and / are constants znð. a2 + b2 + cz 10. Further classification ol

(1.2.1) is made in terms of the sign oî bz - 4ac. In particular, equation (1.2.1) is

said to be hyperbolic il b2 - 4ac ) 0. In the sequel, rr'e shall rest¡ict consideration

solel¡' to the case when (1.2,1) is hyperbolic. The one-dimensional wave equation

(often referred to as the "string equation") u., -- zr", with a:7, c: -1 and

b: d,: e: f :0 belongs to this class of equations. The characteristics of

equation (1.2.1) are the straight lines

€ : n - at'

n'he¡e € and 4 are real constants and

ït:æ-pt', (1.2.2)

b-J6z-4"" p= t+Ju, -+""a= (1 .2.3 )

Now suppose rve think of (1.2.2) as defining a change of independent variables

and ihat we rvant to express equation (1.2.1) in terms of the neli' variables ({,4).

The Jacobian of the t¡ansformation is

2a

¿ì- I : C - lr.
7h)

o

l¿
J : l\"ln^



so that the coo¡dinate transformation (L.2,2) is non-singular as long as a + B, the

latter being guaranteed by virtue of the assumption that (i.2.1) is hyperbolic.

Using the chain rule, rve obtain

ôu ôU ôU
ô': at+ ôr'
ðu AU -AUa:-"ae-ít,,

ô2 u 02 t-I 
^ 

ô,lJ A2Il
a-r: o€r -'a€an W,

ô2u AzU -. A2U ð2U
a"Ôl 

: -" a€' - \" - íJ) 
o€an - íJ ô,1' '

02u "02U - ^ ô2U -^AzU
6¿z: a' 

W +zaíl- + þ" 
ôtt2'

where ne have used the notation u(æ,t) : "(P#, F*l = U({,4) and have

assumed lhat u(n,t) is trvice continuously differentiable (C2) rvith respect to both

¿ and t. Using (1.2.3), equation (1.2.1) can be rvritten in the {orm

2þ, - 4aÒ* + @b - dJb, - 4"" - 2"òy' ¡J€ön ' ðt

+@b + dlb, - 4"" - zoQ! - 2aJtJ :0. (1.2.4)' 'ôry

Notice that, since 4(å2 - 4ac)2 > 0, equation (1.2.a) is hyperbolic.

In the special case of the one-dimensional rvave equation (1,1,3a), the charac-

teristics are the straight lines

Ê=æ+t, r¡--x-t (1.2.5)



l4oreover, in this case, equation (1.2.4) reduces to

a2u
atu:0'

which can be integrated to give

u ='p(€)+tþþt),

u(æ,,t) : p(æ + t) +,þ(, - t)., (1.2.6)

rvhere rp({) and tþ(tt) are arbitrary C2 functions of their respective single arguments.

Equation (1.2.6) is said to define the general solution of the one-dimensional rvave

equation. Moreover, rvhen (1.2.6) is used to solve an IB\/P, the functions tp({) and

tþ(q) ate to be chosen so that initial and/or boundary conditions are satisfred.

For example, conside¡ the I\¡P problem for the infinite string:

ô2u 02u,-: "'.2, -oo<æ<oot ¿>0Ot¿ OL

u(x,o):f(c), 4fr9:st.), -co<¿<co.

Using (1.2.6) (see [Tyn] pp. 47-48), it can be shorvn that the solution of the above

problem is

or equivalentl¡',

u(æ,t) : t1Vø * t) + f (æ - Ðl + f, l.'*,' n{Ò0,, (r.2.7)

u(æ,t) : |tfø *r) + J(æ - Ðl + 
rrKr- 

+ r) - G(æ - t)1,



l'here G(z) is an antide¡ivative of g(r) and

eG) : +rG) - l, [,' nØ¿, - n.
- - rCo

'Itln
,þh) : ilh) - ; I s7)d, - n,

(1.2.8ø)

(1.2.8å)

rvhere D is any const¿nt and -oo < €, 4 < oo, and {o = To is some common

fixed value of { and 4. The solution (1.2.7) is knorvn as the d'Alembert solution of

the Cauchy problem lo¡ the one-dimensional rvave equation. The general solution

u : p(æ + t) + ú(æ - l) can be thought of as the sum of trvo rvaves moving, rvith

speed 1, in opposite directions. In turn, g@ + t) can be thought of as the amassed

left-moving waves, rvhile ,þ(, - t) represents the amassed right-moving waves.

Suppose rve are interested in (1.2,7) at some particular point (ø6,f6). In view

of the fo¡m of (1.2.7), it is clear that this solution depends only on ihe initial

data specifled in the interval lc¡ * l¡,æs * f¡]. In particula.r, that part of the

solution resulting from the initial displacement depends only on the end points

of this interval, r'hile that part due to the initial velocity depends on the rvhole

interval. The interval læs-ts,æ¡ i fs] is knorvn as the interval of dependence of the

solution, at the point (æe,t¡) (see diagram 1.2.1).



r-l=¡t,-lo

(øe - ls,0)

Diagram 1.2.1

(ø¡ - l¡, 0)

Diagram 1,2.2

((*Ï) (t¡ - t¡),0) (c¡ + ¿,,0)

E=ma

(¡r, t¡)

10



As an additional example, consider the IMB\/P (see [Zau] pp. 359-360):

ð2u ô2u
AF ðr2'

u(æ,0): f(æ),

ml 1æ1æ, l)0,

ô¿lr.0l
- ai : e@),

-l<n¿1l

0<¿<oo

u(rnl,,l) : Q, ¿>0,

rvhere the value of r¿ has been ¡estricted to guarantee that the boundary cu¡ve is

iime-like. For a discussion of the diflñculiies associated rvith space-like curves see

IZau] pp. 357-361,

Suppose rve think of the string desc¡ibed by this problem as being infinite.

Then one can interpret the moving boundary, æ = mtt as deflning the world-line

of a restraint, that moves (tvithout friction) along the æ-axis and restricts the dis-

placement of the string to zero.

For an¡' point P¡ : (z¡,1¡) to the right of the line ø : f, the interval of

dependence of the solution at P¡ is identical to ihat determined in the case of

the infinite string of the previous example. That is, fo¡ æ ) f, the solution at

Ps dependsonlvupon {f@o -to), "f(ro +¿o), S@) {orc 6 [æ6 -l¡,æ¡ *úe]].

Thus, throughout the region characterized by z > f, we have u(æ,t) : 9@ + t) +

,þ(*-t), *'here p({) anàtþ(q) are defrned by (1.2.8), with {0 = 4o : 0 and €,n > 0.

11



For any point P1 : (¿r,fi), lying in mt < æ ( l, the characteristic ø - l:

t - It, through P1, intersects the negative æ-axis. Since the initial data is not

specifled for z ( 0, the solution can not be w¡itten in lhe form (i.2.7) (see diagram

7.2.2), In particular, since -l < nlt, < z < I, r.r'e immediately have that (: c*l > 0

but 4 : æ - I 1 0, so that (1.2.8a) remains valid in this region even though

(1.2.8b) does not. The problem presented b¡'the deficienc¡' in the initial data can

be ol'ercome b5' the requirement that the solution satisfy the specified boundar¡,

condition u(rnt,t): 0 along r. :7n1. Application of the bounda¡¡' condition to the

general solution (1.2.6) yields

eftn + tlt) +,þ([* - 1]¿) : 0.

so that if \Ä¡e now lef ( - [m - 1]f , then we may write

,þ(ö: -v fl#r+] ,) (1.2.e )

Upon setting (: , - I in (1.2.9), with (1.2.8a) being noted , rve obtain

tt¡(n - t\ -- -!, (ly: tl \ 1 rl#*ìlr'-tr
' 2' tL--riþ-Ð)-;J, s?)dr-D' (1'2ro)

so that the d'Alembert solution in this case is

' (l-3l]1 ('-¿)lr-u(z,t):2lfø-¿)-/ q¡"n_rt . ./

in the region given by mt < u < t.

r ¡("*r)
: I se)d.r, (1.2.11)

Ðquation (1.2.9) can be regarded as an extension rule for the iniiial data. That

is, the form of (1.2.9) tells us hor¡'the domains of the functions /(r) andgr(æ)mustbe



extended so that these functions are defined on the negative æ-axis, Once the data

has been extended, solving the abot'e IMBVP ¡educes to soh'ing an "equivalent"

inflnite I\/P. To illustrate the procedure for extension of the initial data, consider

the follon'ing t*'o special cases:

1, For g(z) = 0: Using the formula (1.2.8a) lor rp({), rvhere rvithout loss of gen-

eralitl. rve maJ, assume that D has been chosen to be zero, tve have

i1*¡: z,¡1,¡ = _, ([#+] ,) , _oo < æ ( o.

The function f1r) i. ttt" extension of /(ø), onto the negative z-axis. Indeed,

f(æ) is obtained by reflecting the graph of /(æ) through the origin and then

"stretching" the result in the the a-direction by a factor t l#+ I (see diagram

1.2.3). If r¿ : 0, the function /(c) is extended simply as an odd function.

2. For /(z) = 0: In this case, the resulting extension rule is

l4 "'--+t ]ø- | gç"¡a,:2,þ(,)=- l'"'-" sç,¡a,.Jo Jo

Using Leibnitz' rule and diferentiating tvith respect to æ leads to

^t-¡_?+t_(lm+11-\y\*)- .g ll .lø1, -oo(u (0.
m-t \L???-.lJ ,/

Reflecting the graph of g(ø) through ihe origin and then "stretching" in both

the vertical and ho¡izontal directions b¡' the factors l3¡+ | ."a ] 

=;* 
I ,.ro..-

Jn -t 1m+r I

tively produces the function 9(c) (see diagram 1.2.4). Again, rvhen rn = 0, the

function 9(z) is extended as an odd {unction.



L4

Diagram 1.2.3b



Diagram 1.2.4a

Diagram 1.2.4b



Note: In vieu'of diagram 7.2.2, and (1.2.11), the solution at P1 :(æ1,f1) for P1 €

{(æ, t)lrnf < t < t} depends upon the initial data specified in the interval

Il=] f r, - lr ), (rr ' ¿, )l . fn" process of extending the initial data ro the
Lf ñ-rl. "'' ' "J
negative ¿-axis can lherefo¡e be thought of as flnding the appropriate inte¡val

of dependence (on the ø-axis) for the solution to the lefl ol æ : t,

The differentiabilitt' of the soìution is determined by the differentiability of the

initial and/or boundar¡' data. Indeed if:

t. /(æ) e Co, g(r) is integrable and /(0) : 0 then u(æ.,1) e Co.

2. J@)eC',,s(,)€c0,/(0) :0andmf'(0)+s(0) :0thenz(z,t) e Cl .

3. /(ø) e c',, s(r) € cl, /(0) :0,*Í'(0) *s(o) :6 
""¿

(rn2 + f)/"(O) i 2rng'(0): 0 then u(æ,t) e C2.

On the other hand, if /(ø) has a jump discontinuit¡' at some point æo ) 0 in its

domain, then b¡' (i.2.7) and (1.2.11), there u'ill be a jump discontinuity in z(æ,1)

across each of the characteristics æ lt: æ¡, r.-t: ¿0 and ¿-¿: [=+l rr." tmf r.l

In generaì, discontinuities in the data (initial and boundary) and their derivatives

will be propagated along the cha¡acteri sti cs. In rvhat follorvs, we u'ill not make

Ib



any assumptions about the differentiability of u(c,t) unless it is required by the

analysis.

\4/e conclude the section rvith a special case of the preceding IMB\¡P:

ô2u ô2u
ôt, = Arr, rnt<Ø<æ) l)0, -L<m<7

u(r.,O):sin(urø), u"@ur'o' :0, o<æ<oo

u(mt,l):Q,, i>0.

The solution of the above, as given by (1.2.7) and (1.2.i1), is

u(æ,t): f ¡.i,'1,1' +f)) +sin(t.l(¿ -r))1, æ)t,2'

1 / lm+Il . .\.u(æ,t)=i[sin(.,('+r))-sin(,|tr] @-r))1, mt<æ<t.

The right moving rvave - | ri" (, [*+] tr - r)) can be interpreted as the reflection

o{ the incident ivave } sin(ø(ø - f)). The frequency of the reflected rvave is O :

l=1, If 0 < m ( l then O > ø andif -1 < n¿ ( 0 then O < u., (see diagramslm-.l L

1.2.5). That is, i{ the directions of motion of the moving endpoint and the incident

wave are opposite, the frequency of the ¡eflected wave is increased. Conversely, rvhen

the moving endpoint and incident wa'i'e move in the same direction, the frequency of

the ¡eflected wave is decreased. The phenomenon of a change in frequency, resulting

1.7



from either the reflection of a rvave offa moving obstacle (boundary), or the emission

of a wave from a moving source, is knolvn as the Doppler eflect,

The profile of the string, for a ferv different values of l, is shou'n in diagrams

1,2,6. We note that the graphs depicted in 1.2.6 are not smooth (there are discon-

tinuities in z" and ¿r across the characteristic c : l). This is due to the fact that

l'P) + 0. It is be worthrvhile to to note lhat, in this example, if the endpoint

rvere not moving (i.e., if z¿ : 0), one rvould expect to see simply standing waves.

Thus, s'e would expect, under the cu¡rent circumstances, to see essentially stand-

ing waves rvith a disturbance caused by reflection off the "fixed" (zero amplìtude)

moving endpoint.

18



Diagram 1.2.5a

Diagrarn 1.2.5 b



Diagram 1.2.6a

Diagram 1.2.6b



Chapter 2: d'Alemb ert's Solution

2.1.: Introduction

In this chapter, rve u'ill solve the IMB\¡P (1.1.3) using d'Alembert's form of the

general solution of the u'ave equation. The derivation of this solution rvill establish

both the existence and uniqueness of solutions for IMB\¡P (1.1.3). In addition, rve

provide a less general uniqueness argument u'hich is based upon a modification o{

an energy argument presented by l(evorkian (see fKev] pp. 166-167). This energy

argument is useful, since it provides us rvith some insight into the long term behavio¡

of solutions to the string ret¡ieval problem.

21



2.2: An IMBVP with Linearly Moving Endpoint

Befo¡e analvzing the general case, it is benefrcial to inspect a simpler example.

Consider the IÀ{B\/P

ô2u ô2u
ôt2 ãt2'

u(æ,0) : f (r),,

z(0,l) : p(l),

0 < æ < rnl !1, I

ôu(æ,0)
ôt : s\æ )'

u(rnt * 1,t) : q(t),

) 0, l-l < I (2.2.1a)

0(æ(1

1)0,

(2.2.7b, c)

(2.2.rd., e)

whe¡e rve note that if -i < m ( 0 then u'e must require that 0 < i < j. As

in section 1.2, rve must enforce certain additional requirements on the functions

f @), S@), p(l) and q(f ) in order that the solution z(æ,1) u'ill be in the desired

differentiabilit¡' class (i.e., Co, C', etc.). We will delay listing these requirements

uniil the next section rvhen rve solve the general MIBVP (1.1.3).

Due to repeated reflections off of the trvo boundaries, the solution of (2.2.1) as-

sumes distinct functional forms in different subregions denoted Ã1;,1¡ of the domain

D = {(c,¿)]0 1æ lrnt*1, I ) 0} as depicted in diagram 2.2.1. The particular

form of the solution in any one region depends upon the number of times the rvavesr

generated by the initial and boundary data, reflect ofi o{ a given boundary before

they reach the subregion in question. In analogv r.ith the usual d'Alembert form

of the solution of the ç'ave equation, rve denote the solution in region Àf ¿,;l bl'

u(r,t) : e;@ ¡ ¿¡ +,þ¡(, - t).

22
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(#''')

Diagram 2.2,1
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In Ã1r,r¡r tve have the formulae

'I 1tÊpt(€):rtttl*¡l^s@a,+n. 0<€<1 (2.2.3a)

and

1 I 14,þ'h)-rfh)*iJos?)a, n, 0<4<r, (2.2.3b)

rvhere D is some arbitrary constant. The solution in Ã(r,z) is composed of a left-

moving rvave emerging from Ã1r,r¡ (as described bv (2.2,3a)) and a right-moving

lvave emanating from the boundarr, ¿ = 0. The latter right-moving rvave is a

combination of transmitted boundary disturbances and reflections of a left-moving

rvave. Applying (2.2.1d) to (2.2.2) ivith i : 1 and j = 2 results in

,þz(n):peq)-p'eq),

or using (2.2.3a)

,þ,?ù: pG,ù -f,rt-rl -I l,' n?)a, - o

Using (2.2.1c) and, (2.2.2), we obtain a similar result in fi12,r¡, with

p,(€) :' (#+) -*' (lH] ({ - 1) + 1),

or equivalentl5', by virtue of (2.2.3b),

p,(o:, (ffi) -;t (l#l r, -,¡-') - ;7'n=ìJre-'r-: se).r + D.

In generaÌ, for an¡'.R1¡,;,.1; along ø:0, the solution (2.2.2) must satisfy

,!, ¡+'þt) = p|,t) - p jç.¡t), (t t i\



where j : 1,2,3,. . .. Similarly, in A(i1r,;¡, for each i = 1,2,3,,..., r'e must have

P¿+r(() : 
' (#+) - r,(lïËl ({ - 1) - 1) ,

OI

p¡+r(€) : s("(d)) -,þ¿(-"(€)), i:!,2,3,..., (2.2.5a)

Ê1

rn+ r (2.2.5b)

and

(2.2.5c)

Suppose rve are interested in ihe solution u(r,t1), for some frxed time f1 > 0,

We must first determine s'hat particular regions rlql,;¡ the line I = f1 intersects

and then, using (2,2.4) and (2.2.5), we can recursively generate the appropriate

functions, p;(t) and tþ tlr¡, that will allorv the determination oI u(æ,11). To illustrate

this procedure, Iet

ft('¡)(a\ - I o, n:0
/ = \ lz1tr"-t)1a¡¡, n:7,2,...

denote the nth composition of the function å,(a) with itself. Let d({) : q(r'(6)) in

-u(Ê): lH](1-1)+i



(2.2.5). Then, by induction, we have

P,G):i,G) -th(-u(Ð),

e'({) :4(€) - p("(€)) + e'("(€)),

e^G) :sG) - pQGD + 4('({)) -'/', (-"a>ç¡) ,

e,(€) :,î(€) - p@(Ð) - ,i("(€)) - r ("r'r1r,¡ + r, ("('r1-6¡) ,

and

,þrþt):p!n) - p'Gn),

,þ"(,t) :p!n) - A?q) +,þr(-"Gn)),

,þn(,t) :pen) - Aeq) + p("?n)) * pr("(q)),

,þu(ù :pe,ù - seù + p("?ù) - q("Gù) + ú (-vatçrr¡ ,

from which rve deduce t,he {ollowing fo¡mulae:

7. II i, j :2,4,,6,. . . then:

!¡.
.j- , .*'

e¿(€) : f o (,tt-'r1r,¡ - !o ("'*'1r)) -ø, (-"r;r16¡),
À=1 ,L=1

o < -'l(å)(O S 1, (2.2.6)

¿ i,

,þ¡þù = É o (,'u-"1-r)) - i a (J^-'tç-rr¡ - v, (,<t-"1-rr¡ ,

À=1

0 < ¡i(å-r)(_?) < 1. (2.2.7)



2. II ¿, j : 3,5,7 ,. . . then:

!:! !J
.:-/,2

,er({) : Iø (,ru-'r1r,; - Io ("'ur1r,) - o' ("'+'1r,¡
È=1 i;:1

o 5 "rî1)1g¡ 
g r, (2.2.s)

i-1 i-l

,þ¡þù:Ëo (,,*-',,-r)) - Ëa (,rr-'r1-r,¡ +'i, (-,(+)(-?)) ,

À=1 t=1
/i-1\

0 < _/(--l(_4) < 1. (2.2.9)

In ¡eference to the above equations, we note the {oìlowing:

1. Whenever the upper limit of summation is smaller than the lorver limit, the

summation is to be ignored.

2. The quantit" ,(')(a), for a positive integer z, is given by

u@)@) :(-r¡'*' (fi_|)" (i - a) + z i{-r¡**, (H)- - ',' ,¡=l

n : I,2,J,. .. ,

rvith, as usual, z(o)(a¡ : a.

3, The inequalities, given rvith the formulae (2.2.6)-(2.2.9), define regions in rvhich

the fo¡mulae a¡e valid. The equations y@) (a) - O un¿ ,(')(a) : 41, (u'here



{1 or -1, n anð. o. are chÕsen in acco¡dance rvith the particular region Ã(i,i)

of interest) define two pairs of parallel characteristics. The intersection of the

area bounded b¡' these fou¡ characteristics and the domain of the IÀ48\¡P is

R(0,¡).

A justfication of the above formulae u'ill be postponed until section 2.2.3, when

rve consider the general case.

As in the previous section, (2.2.4) anà (2.2.5), with p(t) : Sþ): 0, can be

thought of as extension rules for the initial data. Applicatior' of (2.2.4) and (2.2,5)

ailorvs for the recursive extension of the initial data to the successive intervals along

the z-axis, as depicted in diagram 2.2.1, which lie to the left and right of [0,1]

respectivel¡'. Alternati¡'ely, the formulae (2.2.6)-(2.2.5) can be used. For instance,

suppose rve want to extend /(æ) and 9(æ) to the (i - f¡th interval lying to the right

of [0,i]. Setting p(t) : q(t):0, the foilowing are found:

1. If i : 2,4,6,..., then:

a) for s(æ) : [;

-t (-,<ttç*1) .

28
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b) for /(æ) :0:

¿,(,\ : _!1,(Ð@)1 s (*uG)G)\, o < *uG)@) <1v\-)- dt. l" \-/.1 v\ - \*//:

2. I1 i :3,5,7,. . ., then:

a) for e(ø) : g:

iþ) =ze¿@):f ("r+r1,¡), o <,(l)@) <t

b) for /(æ) : s;

d.r,
þ@ : hl",?,t,1] s(J+)þ)), o<v(+)(æ)<1

In this instance, the attached inequalities determine intervals on the z-aús

which are the domains of the extended functions l(c) and¡i(ø). The endpoints of

these intervals are the æ-intercepts of the corresponding pairs of parallel character-

istics previously discussed. Suppose we t'ant to extend /(c) to the first interval on

the right of [0,11. We have

fr.r - - t(-¡:Ð1r7\, û< -y(l)(r,) < t,.'\-) - J \ 
- \*t)1

rvhe¡e the inequalit¡' deflnes the interval

O /rn - 1\r [*-tl(æ-1)--1<1,



rvhich can be written as

0<ø-1<

OI

27<æ<7-nL'

Similar extension rules can be developed using (2.2.7), (2.2.8) anð, (2.2.9).

In their present forms, (2.2.6)- (2.2.9) can be difficult to use. Suppose that we

\'\'ant to graph z(r, /1) fo¡ some fixed time f r ) 0. \Ã/e must first determine which

particular regions Ã1r,;¡ the line I : lr intersects and then, using (2.2.6)-(2.2.g),

piece together the function u(æ,t1), This dificulty can be ove¡come through a

slight modification of (2.2.6)-(2.2.9).

îhe line I : fr inte¡sects the boundaries æ : 0 and æ : ¡ntl1 at the points

(0,11) and (rntt * 7,tt) respectivel¡'. On the other, the characte¡istics æ - I : -fr
andæ*t:(*fi)i1 -¡ l intersect the u-axis at the points P, = (-t1,0) and

P2 * ((m + 1)f1 + 1,0) respectively. The points P1 and P2 tell us horv far along

the ¿-axis the initiai data must be extended so that the desired solution u(æ,17),

for 0 ( ø l mtt i 1, can be obtained from an "equivalent" infinite I\¡P.

Nolv suppose n'e frnd the smallest positive integers i and j such that either

I
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I-rn

g < -y(È)((m+r)tt 1)S1 ifi is even,



and either

0 < v\-T )((nL + 1)¿1 - 1) < 1 ifi is odd

0 < ¡/(+-1)(f1) < 1 ifj is even,

or

0 < _,,(+)(¿1)< I if j isodd,

then the solution is given by

u(æ,t) : þ¿(æ i 11) +,1;-r(* - tr) +.{,¡(.- f1) + øj-l(¿ + ¿1),

v'here the functions Ø¿({) and $¡(rù """ 
defined as follows:

l. Iî i,j = 2,4,6,.. ., then:

2. If i,i : 3,5, 7,..., then:

'þ¿(Ð: e¿G) [t (-"'t'tel) - a (-"t;t16¡- r)] ,

,þ¡þù =,1,i@la ("rl-'r1-n,¡ - H ("(È-Ðe?)- 1)] ,

e¿G): v,(Ðln ("'+'fe l) - a ("r+t1a¡ - r)] ,

'ú¡Ø):,t,¡(,ùIH (-,r+t1-r¡) - n (-"<]>1-?) - 1)] ,

31



$'here

H(/\:[1 (>o--\ì/ t0 (<0

is the unit Heaviside funtion and p¿({) and ,þ¡(n) are defined b1' Q.2.6)-(2.2.5).

Finall¡', as an example of the preceding discussion, consider (2.2.1) u'ith g(æ) :

Í@) : sþ):0, p(t): sin(6f) and m: ], Suppor. we rvant to find the solution

al time f :3. It can be shorvn lhal i = j = 3 so

u(æ,3) :,Þs(æ + t) +.úr(* - 3) + r/s(u - 3) + Øz(æ + 3),

rrhere
e,(€) : - sin(62({))

pr(€) : o

,þ'('t) : sin(-67)

,þrþt) : sin(*64)

The graph of z(æ, 3) is given in diagram 2.2.2.
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2,3: An IMBVP with General Moving Endpoint

We nol' consider the IMB\/P (1.1.3). Using an approach that is similar to

that of the previous section, the general solution of (1.1.3) can be constructed, For

convenience, rve restate (1.1,3 ).

ô2u * ô2u ñ,^
Ðt2 - ôn2) v -- <.9(r), r)0, l.ç/(r)l <1

u(x,o): f(r), 4fi9 :s@), o!ø!s(0)

u(o,t) : p(t), u(S(t),t): q(t), r > 0.

The o¡der of differentiability of solutions of (1.1.3) is determined through the

follon'ing conditions:

t. If /(ø), p(t), s(t) e C0, s(æ) is integrable, /(o) : p(o) and /(S(0)) : q(0) then

u(æ,t) e Co.

2.1î f(æ), p(t), sU) e C1, s(ø) € c0, /(0) : e(0), /(s(0)) = q(0), e(0) = p,(0)

and 5'(0)/'(S(0)) + g(,5(o)) : q'(0) then u(æ,t) e Cl ,

3. If /(æ), p(t), s(t) e Ç2, s(æ) € c1, /(0) : e(o), /(s(o)) = q(0), s(0) : p,(0),

o,tJ.i



s,(0)/,(.s(0))+ s(,s(o)) : s,(0), .f,,(0) : p,,(0) and (1,s,(0)1, + 1)/,(s(0))+

zs'(0)e'(s(0)) + s'(0)/'(.9(0)) : s,,(0) then u(æ,1) € c2.

As before, the domain D: {(2, f )10 < ø < ,9(l), f ) 0} must be subdivided

into regions Ã1;,¡¡ using the characteristics o : t, æ | t : s(0) and their respective

reflections at the boundar]¡ curves æ = 0 and æ : S(l) (see diagram 2.3.1). Solving

(1.1.3) requires that the appropriale form of the solution be found {or each À1;,i¡.

As in the previous section, let

u(æ,t) : pi(r + t) + rþ¡(, - t) (2.3.1)

denote the solution of (1.1.3) in region Ã11,¡¡. In analogy with the results of the

previous section, it can be shorvn that the solution in A(¿,i) is given by (2.3.1) rvith

i:1andj:1,l,ith

p,({): }ltel*

,þ,þù:f,røl -I l"' nØa, - n,

I l,' nî)a' * o' o<(s.ç(o)

and

0<n<.910).

Similarly, using (2.3.1) and (1.1.3b) u'e have, for each of the regions R(j,j*r),

,þ ¡+'(rÌ) - p(-rt) - ç iîq), //t a t\



Diagram 2.3.1



while on the other hand, for each of the regions -R1¿-¡1,4, the boundary condition

(1.1.3c) provides

ei-,(s(t) + i) + r/;(^9(i) - t) = q(t)

Let f : d(f) : S(¿) * l. Since l,ç'(l)i < 1. lhe function á(l) is invertible and the

above may be t'ritten as

p'+1(€) : s(d-'(€)) -.þ;(S(s-'(tD - á-'({)). (2.3.3)

Putting t:0-1(€) in ,9(r) : á(f) - r yields

,s(á*'(€)) : { - e-'(4). (2.3.4)

Substitution of (2.3.a) into (2.3.3) produces the resuit,

p;+r({) : s(á-'({)) -.þ¿(€ - 20-'(Ð)

where

ei+l(€) : q(€) -.þ¡(-"(Ð)

4({) : s(a-'(1))

(2.3.5ø)

(2.3.5b)

and

u(€) :20-1(€) - e. Q.3.5c).

In analogy with the procedures developed in the previous section, it can be shown

that the functions p¿({) and 4:¡(r¡), genented recursively by (2.3.5) and (2.3.2), are

given as follorvs:



1. If i,i :2t4,6,... then:
j¡r
i

p'(() : t .i ("G-"1r,¡ - I, (,'*r1r)) - ø' (-"t;t16¡) ,

k=1 À=1

0 I -/(å)(€) < s(0), (2.3.6)

i ¿-r
-l- / ,,,þ¡h): Ðr ("rn-',q-n)) - t O ("ru-'r1-r,¡ - v., (Jr-'t1-rr¡.
It- t

0 < /(å-1)(-?) < s(0). (2.J.7)

2. If i,i : 3,5,7,... then:

E1 !l

e,,({): Éo (,o-'r1r,¡ - Éo (,,u,1r,) + o, ("t+r1a¡¡ ,

lr:1 À= I

o < /(+)({) <^t(o), (2.a.8)

il ¿l

.þ¡h) = Éo (,,u-',,-r)) - Éa (,ro-'r1-r,¡ +,t,, (-t*>q-r¡),
È=1 l=1

o < -,(È)?,t) < s(o). (2.s.9).

where

We illustrate a proof of (2.3.6) as follou's:

Fo¡ i = 2, (2.3.6) becomes

p,(€) :,î({) - ú' (-"(É)),



rvhich is simply (2.3.5a). Suppose that (2.3.6) holds for i = n (n even), so that

l! 4-l

e^@ = É a (,'o-",r,) t o (,'*'(e )) - v, (-,r; 116¡) 
,

À=l È=1

0<_u(ä)({)<s(0).

Equation (2.3.2 ) provides

ú'+'(6):P(-6) -e"?€),

so that (2.3.5a) becomes

p.+z(t) :4({) - p(,(€)) + v n(v(O¡
a a_]

:4(O - PQG)) -¡a (""'tel) -'Ðr('t*r'r1r¡;
À=1 ,6=1

- +' (-"t"tt1r,¡.

Re-indexing the sums leads to

lLz xr? t

p,+z(t): É.l(,'n-"(€)) - b o(,'^'(e)) -ø' (-,r''*r1r,¡,
&=1 È=1

rvhichis exactly (2.3.6) in the case rvhen i: rz*2 (even). Thusby the Principle

of iMathematical Induction, (2.3.6) holds for all i : 2,4,6,.... The proof of

(2.3.7) follorvs in an analogous manner, and the fo¡mulae (2.3.8) and (2.3.9)

follou' respectively from (2.3.7) and (2.3.6) by using (2.3.5) and (2.3.2).

We note that the existence of formulae (2.3.6)-(2.3.9) establish the existence of a

solution to iÀ48\¡P (1.1.3). Furthermore, by virtue of (2.3.1) and (2.3.6)-(2.3.9) rr'e



see that the solution is determined uniquely, by the functions /(ø), 9(ø), p(t), S(t)

and .9(f ), for each Ã11,¡¡, That is, a1l solutions of the ivave equation must be of the

form (2.3.1), and requiring that (2.3.1) saiisfy the initial and boundar¡' conditions

determines (2.3.1) uniquel¡'in each Ã¡;,¡¡. I4ore spciflcally, formulae (2.3.6)-(2,3,9),

aìong with the fo¡mulae for 91({) and tþ1þ1), determine the sequences {p;(1)} and

{rþ ¡?t)} to rvithin an arbitrary constant D. When terms from these sequences are

added (according io (2,3.1)) D cancels and (2.3.i) depends only upon the data

specifled in (1.1.3 ).

As an example, consider (i.i.3) rvith S(t): J@ +t, as discussed bl'Balazs

in [Bat]. The domain of this problem is subdivided into a finite number of regions

ã1;,¡¡, as shorvn in diagram 2.3.2. Equation (2.S.6) gives

p,(€): s(Ð -,þ'(-"(€))

rvhile (2.3.7) and (2.3.9) provide

,þrh): pen) - eleq)

and

'þrØ) 
: pen) - s!rt) +',þr(-"?q)).

The function 0(l) is given by

c:0(t):Jt,+t+t,
40
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from which ç'e deduce that

ì2 _rì1 t+2 -+2 t1

which may be sol¡'ed for I as a function of ( to give

1- a-ttt\ * I -I\\/ - 2C

The above leads us to
/ ¿2 r \

qG):sl '=l')\zç /
and

_1
v(o-*20-1(o-e : +

q

Using the preceding analysis, the complete solution is given as follotvs:

1. In -R, ' ''.
u(r,,t) : Vt(æ + t) + tþt(æ - t)

2. In -R, ' ".
u(æ,t) : pt(æ + t) - et(r - æ) + p(t - r)

3. In -R," . '.

u(t,t) :-r, (#) - t',(æ -')., ((##)
42



4. In .R,' ''.

/ 1\
u(x,i) = -r,l;_) - e,(t -'r " ($frf) +r(r -')

5. In .R, ' "r.

u(æ,t) :-t' (*) -r' (*) .' (9#;) + n(t - *)

/(t-r\2 -1\-t l__________L I"\ z1r-'¡ )

rvhere the functions pr(1) and úr(4) have been previously defined. The above solu-

tion, derived via the formulae (2.3.6)-(2.3.S), is consistent u'ith the results presented

by Balazs. Holever, it shouid be noted that finding an explicit solution for a given

boundary curve u : ,9(¿) depends direcily upon flnding the function t : e-l(o

explicitly which, in general, mal¡ be difficult to do.

Graphs of Balazs' solution z(æ,f) for seve¡al values of f, rvith p(t) : f (a) :

s@) : 0 and q(f) : sin(6r), appear in diagram 2'3.3. It should be noted thai

the motion of the endpoint of the string at rvhich the driver is iocated efectively

modifies the ¡'s'avelength" of the tr.aves generated by the driving force q(l). Like the

Doppler effect (caused bl'a linearly moving endpoint), the motion of the endpoini

induces an increase in the "rvavelengtht' rvhich ¡esults in a horizontal stretching of

the graph of u(æ,!), Hot'ever, the stretching in this case is not uniform, since the



Diagram 2.3.3a

Diagram 2.3.3b
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Diagram 2.3.3c

Diagram 2.3.3d
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speed of the endpoint at the drive¡ is not constant. The sharp corners appearing

in the graphs are caused by discontinuities in the first derivative of z(c, f). These

dicontinuities are a result of the fact that qr(0) I 0,

As a frnal example of the applications of (2.3.6)-(2.3.i0), rve consider the ques-

tion of continuous dependence of the solution u(æ,t) on the initial and boundary

data. In other rvords, we 11'ant to verif¡' that the solution z(a,l) remains bounded

when small changes in the initial and boundarJ' data are introduced. Since the

functions Í(r), s@), p(f) and q(t) are to be chosen to represent complicated physi-

cal quantities rvhose exact nature may not be understood, it is not unreasonable to

assume that some error may be made during their determination. If this is indeed

the case, then it is desirable that the solution, resulting from the erroneous data, be

in some sense close to the solution that would result from perfect data, Suppose,

for the momenl, that p(ú) : S(¿) : 0 and consider the two sets of initial data

u1(æ,0): lt(æ), : Sr('), 0<c<.9(0) (2.3.11)

and

u2(r,,0): fz(æ),

such that

l/'(')- l,þ)) < 6,

0læSs(0) (2.3.12)

lstþ)-s2þ)l<e,

46
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rvhere 6 and e are smail positive constants. Consider the solutions resulting from

(2.3.11) and (2.3.12) in a regions Rpt2x¡ lot Ic:7,2,.'., Using (2.3.6) and (2,3.7)

rve obtain

1 t \ / .- r 't t'-v(t')Gl|)
u,(æ,t) = -)tt" (-,,rç,- ¿)) - ¡" (,tt-'r1r -,1)l + ; 1, .,,',.'. sn(r)dr,

u J v\^_ t )\t_î)

lor n:1,2 and u'here O. -r(*)(x + ¿) S ,g(0) and0(u(b-t)(t-æ) < S(0). Let

1r: -u(x)(r * f) and 1r: "(t"-t)(t - ø). Then,

1Irc'
lz1(æ,r) -u,(r,t)l < iil,((,)- /,((,)l - lf,G,) - Í,((,) * lr, ln,1"¡ - s2(r) d.r

< r + ].1g, - cz) < t+ 
|es(o).

For the ¡emaining five "types" of regions Ã1z11r,zi.+r¡, Ã¡zr+r,zÀ), Ã(2À+1,2(å+1)),

R¡zx,zx+t¡ and r?12¡11r),2À+r¡, it can similarly be shown that

lu1(æ, t) - u2(æ,t)l S t + 
I¡eS 

(O),

from rvhich we can conclude that the solution z(ø,1) depends continuously on the

initial data. Norv suppose that /(ø) : Sþ) :0 and that rve have two sets of

boundary data

and

u1(0,t)=p1(t), z1(.9(f),f)=sr(t), f>0

u2(0,t):p2(t), ur(S(r),t):qr(t), l>0,

lmþ) - pr(t)i < t, lsl(r) - q2(t)l < ,, for all f ) 0
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In an analogous manne¡, one can show that for (æ,1) e Rç,i1, tvhere i,j : 0,1,2,...

lu1(æ,t) - u2(æ, t)l < (i - 1)á + (j - 1)É

The above bound depends on'i and j, and as I -'+ oor i,j --+ oo, so that

the above bound is no longer finite. However, for 0 ( f ( 11, r'ith 11 finite, the

solulion depends continuously on the boundary data. Finall¡', using the principle

of superposition, r'r'e can rvrite the solution of (1.1.3) as

u(æ,t) : u(æ,1) + tr.(r.,t),

where ri(u,l) satisfres (1.1.3) with Í(r) : S@): 0 and rû(ø,f) satisfies (1.1.3)

with p(f) = s(¿) : 0, and therefore the solution of (1.1.3) depends continuously on

specified initial and boundary data for all finite times.
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2,4: Uniqueness of Solutions

In the preceeding section the eústence of solutions of IMB\/P (1.1.3) rvas es-

tablished bv construction, and the continuous dependence of solutions on the initial

and bound¿rl' data u'as demonstated. In this section rve present a uniqueness ar-

gument that, rvhile not quite as general as one rvould like, allou's us to deduce an

important conclusion concerning the long term stability of the case of (1.1.3) s'hen

-1 <.9'(¿) <0,

Suppose there exists two solutions u1(a,l), aîd uz(r,tt) of (1.1.3). If wþ,1) :

u1(æ,,t) - u2(æ,t), then it must satisfy the IMBVP

82 u: ô2 ut____n 0<c<.9(t),ôt2 0æ2

zr(r.o) = o, ôt!t'o) : o.
ôt

?r(0, t) :0, ?r(^'(t),t) :0,

À4uliiptying Q.a.Ia) by ff yields

ôu ô2u ôu 02u:

at at, - ôt ô-,

or equivalentl¡'

(lu.l' _ lô,1'\
\taiJ la,) )
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f)0, l.ç'(¿)l <t (2.a.7a)

0<¿<^910)

f>0.

(2.4.Ib, c)

(2.4.1d., e)

:0

OI
At,

ô / ôtu ôu\
n\u a ):o'



lvhere we have assumed that the second order mixed partial derivative commutes

(1..., # : 3*t. A suficient condition for this is u(æ,t) e C2. Integration of the

latler result ri'ith respect to ¿ leads to

1,"' *T(l*] ' -' l#] 
') o- : (# # ) 1.=. 

"' (2 4 2)

On the other hand, by Leibnitz'rule, it can be shou'n that

# l,'u' ; (l#l' . l#l') * = l,'u' &)(l*l' . l9l'¡ *

*f,s,.,¡ ([*]'* l#]')1.=,,,, (z4z)

Substitution of (2.a.2) into (2.4.3) produces

# l,'u' å ( t*l' . lHl') o. : (H#)r.==","'

*|s'1,7 ([*]'. l#]')1.=",,, (244)

The quantity

E(') : ["" : ( ly]' * lPl') r,Jo 2\La¿)'la"))"-
represents the iotal energy in the string at any time l, rvhile along the boundary

curve ¿ : ,9(t), lr'e have

4*l :(t,u¡*-*)l =0, (2.4.5)dt l":r(r) \" '"'ôr ôt ) ),:sut

by viriue of (2.4.1e). Using (2.4.5), u'e can ret'¡ite (2.4.4) as

E, (t) = _ 5, 11¡ l#], l"=",,, 
_ (#H)1.=,



'r'ut (lP]' *+, 
\LUær

Holever, from (2.4.1d), rve see that u.r¿(0,1)

preceding equation becomes

ft'r'lPl')lL urJ / l=rut
= 0, {or all times I ) 0. Therefore, the

E,(¿) = *s,(r) 6,5'(f )l' - t) |-+l']¿ L or.l i.=s(r)

If rve norv restrict St(f) to satisf¡' 0 < S'(J) ( 1, then E,(t) < 0, so that E(f) is a

non-increasing {unction of l. However by definition, E(t) > 0 and in particular, b¡'

(2.4.1b,c), E(0) : 0. This leads to the conclusion that -Ð(f ) : 0 fo¡ all f . Finally,

since the integrand in E(f) is a sum of squares, we may conclude ihai ø¿(ø, f) : 0

and u,(r,t) = 0, so that u(æ,t) = constant, and therefore u :* 0,, in view of

(2.4.1b). Thus, u1(c,f) : u2(r,t) in contradiction to our original assumption, so

that the solution of (1.1.3) must be unique. It should be noted that if 5(l) satisfres

-1 < .t'(¿) < 0 or ,9t(f) ) 1, then the above uniqueness proof becomes invalid since

E'(t) > 0. The condition ^9'(f ) ( -1 leads to Et(t) < 0, but is precluded from

consideration due to the condition ]^9'(f)l < 1.

The faiiure of the above argument t'hen -1 < S'(¿) < 0 illustrates thai dif-

frculties ma¡' be encounte¡ed rvhen one considers the string retrieval problem. In

particular, the process of rvinding up the string, modelled by (f.f.3), is intrinsicall¡,

unstable since the energ¡' density (i.e., the energy per unit lengih of string) in a

system, free from external excilation, could increase without bound as the string is

wound up.
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Finall¡', rve note that if (1.1.3e) is replaced rvith the condition

ôzl.9lf l.l ì

dæ

ihen E'(f) = 0 independent of the function .9(l).



Chapter 3: The Solutions of Balazs and Greenspan

3.1: Intro d uction

In this chapter, u'e rvill consider methods presented bv Greenspan [Gre] and

Balazs {Bal] for the solution o{ Il\{B\¡P (2.2.1). The resulting series expansions,

as formulated by Greenspan and Balazs, appear to be quite diferent from each

other. Hot'ever, our derivation *'ill shorv that the representations of the solution are

consequences of each other, as one should expect in view of the {act that uniqueness

of the solution of this problem has been established in section 2.4.

As in the original articles, the presentation here is strictly formal and hence a

discussion of the problem of convergence of ihe resulling se¡ies is ignored.



Series Solution for an IMBVP with a Linearly Moving End-

p oint

As in IGre], consider the coordinate transformation

. Tm)
s- rnt + !

z:ln(m¿*1), (3.2.1)

rvhich is non-singular on the domain D: i(z,t)10 1r 1mtlI, f > 0). Under

(3.2.1) the II\48\¡P (2.2.1), with 0 1¡n <1 and p(f) : sþ) :0, becomes

" '"ô'u ^'Ô2u u=I -rrY+P:0, o1e1¡n, r)0,(1 - ç /ar'-¿\aear- arr-.\N- ôr:u,
(3'2'2a)

u((,0)=r(*), ry#e : :('(*).,r'(*)), 0 1 (1,n,

(3.2.2b, c)

U(0,r) : ¡, U(rn,r):0, 7 > 0, (3.2'2d,e)

where U((, r) : u (l("" , *(r' - t)) : u(æ,t). We observe that the efect of trans-

formation (3.2.1)is to map D to a rectangular strip Dr : i((,")10 1e 1m, r >

0]. That is, the time dependent doma.in of IMBVP (2.2.1) has been mapped to a

domain which allos's the application of standard solution techniques. Transforma-

iion (3.2.1), originally quoted by Carrier fOar], is employed by Greenspan without

any Ínention as to how one might deduce such a simplifving transformation. In the

next chapter rve rvill see that (3,2.i) arises as a set of canonical coordinates of a Lie

group.



To find solutions of (3.2,2a) rve employ a separation of variables technique b5'

assuming that there exist solutions of the form

u((,") : 
"i^"" 

P,((), (3.2.8)

in rvhich À," is some constant and P''(() is a function of ( onl¡'. Substitution o{

(3.2.3) into (3.2.2a) yields the result

(1 - (')p:(e) + 2(i^^ - lx.P;(o * (iÀ, -¡ Ài)p',(o : 0. (s.2.4)

Carrier [Car] points out that equation (3.2.4) can be put in hypergeometric

form. \4/ith this in rnind, we momentaril¡' digress and present some basic results

about Gauss' hypergeometric equation

t(L -t)y"(r,) + [r - (" + Ê +r)t]s'(t) * aBy(t):¡,

where c, 8,, anà l are constants, and 7 - 1+7,2,3,... (see [Arf] pp. 497). Under

the t¡ansformation

1.r:2Q-z),

the above differential equation takes the form

(7 - z'z)I't' (z) + la + Þ -t 1 - 21 - @ + Ê -t t)211" (z) - aBy (z) : A. (8.2.5)

rvhere I'(z) = g (å(1 - z)). Using the method of Frobenius. one can shou. that the

solution of (3.2.5) is

^ I 1-.1 /1 -,\l-') I r -l1'(z)-- AFla,ß;ti;)-n(, ) .lt-t-û,1-t'þ;2-1t=1,
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rvhere .4 and B are arbitrary constants and

F[o,þit;,r=i9H!,0, lfl<1, (3.2.6)

-^ tc:\'t ¡ x

rvhich is kno*'n as Gauss' hypergeometric series,lvith the Pochammer s¡,mbol (o)t

being defined bv

(
(o)o={ ' k--^

I a(â + ] ) . .. (a -' k - i ), ¡=i,2,¡,...' (3'27)

To see the relevance of the above to the current discussion, prt on : 'i). - 1

in (3.2.a) to obtain

0 - e')P:G) +2o^(Pt(() - on(on + i)P.(() :0. (s.2.8)

Upon comparison of (3.2.5) and (3.2.8), we deduce the system of equations

a*þï1-21 :Q, aiþ-1 7:-2on, aP:o"(o.tl),

which has the solutions

(o,þ,1)€ {(-o., -o, - 1,-on), (-on - L,-o*,-o^)).

Notice that since -F[a, B;,1,; l] is unchanged t'ith respect to an inlerchange of a and

B, bolh solutions of the above system will give rise to the same series. Forma.il¡',

the general solution of (3.2.4) is

p^(O : a,r 
l-,-, -on - ri -'.,+)- u (+) "" r 

lr, 
o; 2 +,.1+],



from which we obtain, by virtue of (3.2.6),

4(o:jËeffiJ(+)-
" /Ul1-rø', oo (o)*(r)¡ /r_c\o*'( 2 / 

=kt(2*""1n 
( r'-J

and hence, bv (3.2.7),

- (-ø,, - 1)r /1-(\n . â /t-(\'-""P^(c):AÐ kt \ z / "(=) ,
À=0

n'here, due to the rest¡iction imposed on ?) ìTe require 1 * o. /. {-Ir-2, -3, . ..}.

Indeed, it is easily verified b¡'direct calculation that r.'(() : (1 - ()i)." is a solution

of (3.2.a). Norv suppose that we seek a second solution of (3.2.4) of the fo¡m

p"(o : 
"G)-G) = (r _ oil"ru(o, (3.2.e)

as is customary in the so-called reduction of order technique. Substitution of (3.2.9)

into (3.2.4) yields

(7 - (2)a(Oto" (O + 12(1 - C'),'G) + 2(i^^ - t)(tr(Olzr'(o

+[(1 - ('z)o"(() + 2(i^, - tXr'(() + À,(À," +;)o(()]u(() : o.

Since o(() is a solution of (3.2.4), the above can be written as

(t - (z)a(Ou" (O + [z(t - (')o'(O + 2(i^* - 1X?,(O]u'(O : 0

/;\ -! /\
,t,(o - 2l'# ) ¿(o : o, (3.2.i0)

. \ 1- q' ./

<,



u'here tô(O : rll'((). Equation (3.2.10) is a separablefi¡st order differential equation

rvhose solution is given by

,õ@: k."rl, I '#rr), (3.2.11)

rvhere K is an arbitrary constant. Integration by partial fractions provides

z | ÙuJ-l ¿ç = (i^^ - 1)tn(1+ O - (i)" -- 1)ln(1- O,I r-e,

so that (3.2.11) becomes

ú(o: Êexp 
[,i"'" (ff) -r"(1_ (,)] .

Thus the desired function tu(() must satisfy the first o¡de¡ difierential equation

.,G): -é* "*o [n^"," lt - e \.ì'- 7-(2'^'L"'" "'\t-e/l '

upon rvhich integration gives us

.(o: Kexp 
l,^"r (H)] ,

l'here we have assumed, r,r'ithout any loss in generality, that the constant of in-

tegration is zero, Hence, we may conclude that the solution of (3.2.a) takes the

form

p*(O:á(1 - On," "*o (or"', (H)) + B(1 - O'À" 
(s.2.12)

= ¿.iÀ. ln(t+O _¡ B"iÀ. ln(t-O,

ç'here .Á and B are arbitrary constants,



Boundary conditions (3.2.2d,e) imp\' that

P"(0) : 0, P.(m) :0. (3.2.13a,b)

Application of (3.2.i3a) fo $.2.72) ¡'ields B : -,4, l'hereas condition (3.2.13b)

requires

¿ (.;.r. r"1r+-l _ 
"iì, 

rn(r-m )) - g
\./

OI

Aei^,,h(1-m) ("rÀ.¿ _ 1) = 0,

'n,here -L = f" l+-). The above is satisfied if we take
\t-rn,/

^.:T, 
n:0,L7,!2,..., (3.2.14)

'rvhich are admissible va.lues for the constant À," since the restriction I + on /

{-7,-2,-3,.,.} implies i),' / {-\-2,-3,...}, s'hich is not in conflict rvith

(3.2.i4), since clearly i),' is imaginary. Since (3.2.2a) is linear, the solutions

U.(C,r): ¿, (r';r',r"{r+() - ";'r"r'rr-<l) ,;r"", n:0,iL,X2,...,

can be superposed to obtain a more general solution of the form

u((,r) =,'år" ("il.r"rr+el - €iÀ"rn(1-o) eiÀ., (8.2.15)

l'here the á," are to be chosen so that the initial conditions u'ill be satisfred. De-

te¡mination of the ,4", requires us to expand a linear combination of the ,,initial',

functions (3.2.2b,c) in a se¡ies based upon expressions of the form

,4," (e;r.t"{i+{) - etÀ"ln(1-O) .
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This incorporation of the initial conditions is more readil¡' accomplished lvhen ri'e

wo¡k in terms of the original variables (æ,1). To this end, rve write (3.2.15) as

co

u(æ,1) - | ,a" (rir' rn{-['-']-') - ";r,. 
rn(nzfr-rl-r))

and appl¡, (z.z.Lb,c)r. ";;" the equations

i ^"(ea.rn{r--,) - 
erÀ"rn(r-?¿¡)) - /(z)

and

i ,,, ( :^u* 
"n^-rn(1+7¿¿) - i):m 

";x^rntr-.2")) - o¡"¡.L¿ -\l *r¡¿¿ I _tnt I ",,

Moreover, integration of the second equation gives

oo

\- ¿- ( u;t"t"1t-"',¡ ç.iÀ"rn(r-znc)) : G(z). ß.2.17\
\ / 

v 
\@.,'

whereupon addiiion and subtraction of (3.2.16) and (3.2.17) leads to the equations

,år""or"rn(i+""r) 
=|fcAl + føl

and
oo

! 1","0^,.,,,{, _*,) :;@@) _ f (æ)) ,

*here, for "r ..o,rr;; .;stant D, the function G(c) is gii,en by

îøG(*): I sG)d.r+D.
Jo

Due to the form the series solution takes, the constant D alu'ays cancels out and

so there is no loss in generality in assuming thai D : 0. In vierv of (2.2.4), the

(3.2.16)

(3.2.18)

(3.2.1e)



functions /(æ) and g(æ) are to be extended from 0 ( æ ( 1 to -1 ( ø < 0 as

odd functions. With this in mind, r¡'e see that (3.2.19) is a consequence of (3.2.18).

Thus, rve may restrict our attention to equation (3,2.18). In particular, lve note

thatlornfk
rr.=1
I ,o^" rn(1+7r¿r)€_ìÀ¡, t"(1+*.)d (1.,(1 + n"r))I

't Ì=-1

-_ -i [o11.r,,,-.r,,,¡rnlr--) _,i(].-À*)rn(l-rn)l-À"-)¡t' - 
I

: - 
-¿-et(À"-À¡)ln(r-¡¿) f";1>,,.-:u¡r, - fl : O.,\"'-À¡ L J

u'hile, for n : Ie, lhe corresponding result is

f "=L

l=_.' 
r(tn(t +mæ)): In(1 +nz) -ln(1 - m): L.

Using (3.2.i8) and the above, it can be shorvn that

1 r"=1 jA": ; J.=_,;(c(æ) 
+ /(u )) e-ãr.t"(t+*')d(1n(1 imæ)),

so that IMB\¡P (2.2.1)is formally solved by

oo

u(r,,1) : )- ¿" (ra" tn{""[t-,]+t) - etÀ" rn(,],Jr-cl-1)) 
.

Í¿= - oo

tr4¡e note that rve can produce analogous results by differentiating (3.2.16) and pro-

ceeding in a manne¡ similar to that of the foregoing analysis. In such a case, one

rvill obtain an integral (for determination of the A,) lhat is based upon /'(ø) and

g(ø) as opposed /(ø) and G(æ). In fact, this integral can be obtained directly from

(3.2.20) via integration by parts. As it turn out, the integral rvill not be defined for

r¿ = 0. Horvever, from (3.2.21) it is apparent that u'e can set -4¡ = 0, rvithout anl'

(3.2.20)

(3.2.21,)
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loss in generalitv. In [Bal], Balazs follori's this approach, basing his analysis on the

series
co

u(x,,t) :"å"" (,n^',,"(+) - ,'^" ''(. )) 
,

u'here f6 is a positive constant. To ri'ithin a scaling and translation in I * æ and

I - æ, the above series is identical to (3,2.2I). It should be noted that (3.2.20)

implies ,4*", -- Ãn iot n : 1-,2,3,. . . so that (3.2.21) may be rvritten in the form o{

a real Fourier-like series involving sin(À,'ln(rnft * ¿l + 1) and cos(À" ln(rnfl + æ] + 1),

rvith a summation over positive integer values of z.

In order that a connection betu'een Greenspan's and Balazs' solutions be es-

tablished, let us return to (3.2.15) u'hich with the aid of Ðuler,s fo¡mula can be

written as

co

U((,r): Ð l"{cos[À.ln(t*()] -cos[),tn(1 -()]

*0,;ì;,"(, + or - i sin[À.rn(i - o]] e'À"".

I\4oreover, the identities

sin(d) - sin({) : ,."" (ry).'" (?)
and

cos(d) - cos(/) : -2.i, (1u) ,i" (d; ó)
\2/ \2)

allorv us to w¡ite the lasl ¡esult as

/ l:-\
Lt(C,,?): Ð 

"ro.n,sio 
(.r, rn 

\/iïl ";t,.(tn1/t-ç¡r)



ivhich is the form of the series solution given by Greenspan. The change of variable

( : ,n, (obtained from (3.2.1) rvith f : 0) can be applied to (3.2.20) to obtain an

expression for the ,4r" in terms of (.

It should be pointed out that, due to the complicated form of the integrand

in (3.2.20), flnding explicii anti-derivatives to use in the evaiuation of the coefi-

cients ,4,, rvill be in general impossible. In such cases, numerical integration will be

required. We observe that rvhen m is near 1, the function

e-í^" In(r+rtuî.) (3.2.22)

oscillates ivildly as n -' -l (in fact, r.hen n¿ : 1 ihe yariation of (3.2.22) becomes

unbounded as û --) -1). When using numerical integration in conjunction with

highly osciliatory integrands, one must ensure that the size of the mesh is chosen

ivith the frequency of the oscillations in mind, If this is not done, the accuracy of

integration procedure will be reduced. This oscillatory behaviour persists in the

series representations of the solution and can reduce the accurac_v of partial sum

approximations

N
ur(æ,t): 

"ì'' 
("';r'In{-Ít**l-t) - ";r"rn(m[t-e]-'rt)'

obtained by truncating the infinite series. As an exampìe, consider IIVIBVP (2.2.1)

u'ith /(ø) : 1 and S@) : p(t): S(t) : 0. Since /(æ) does not satisf¡' the required

end-point conditions (given in chapter 2), the solution ivill be disconlinuous across

oó



the characteristics ¿: f and ¿f l:1, \4¡e rvill express the solution using (3,2.21)

and check the accuracS' of a partial sum z¡y(ø,1) al I : 0 for various values of m

and 1f , From (3.2,20), rve have

a^= 7 ll - "-t'"ln(r-nr)l ."" - 2rni L' " I'

From diagrams 3.2.1 rve see that for N :5 and 1{ : 10 an increase in the value of

m reduces the accurac¡' of u¡s(a,,t) in a neighborhood of the moving end-point.
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Diagram 3.2,1a

Diagram 3,2.1b
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Diagram 3.2.1c

Diagram 3.2.1d
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m=0.5

Diagram 3.2.1e

Diagram 3,2.1f
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Chapter 4: Series Solutions via tr,ie Group Theory

4.L: Tyrtroduction

The purpose throughout the remainder of this thesis is to extend the analysis

of the previous chapter in the sense that we seek a series representation of the

solution of the IMBVP (1.1.3) with general moving boundary given by æ : g(¿)

where l^t'(¿)i < 1. The derivation of this solution, r,r'hichis postponed until Section

4.3 makes use of the unifying techniques of Lie group theorv. In the next section,

we sha1l make use of the material presented in chapters 2 and 4 of Bluman and

I(umei [Blu] to derive the infinitesimals and the associated inflnitesimal generators

of the group of tranformations that leaves the wave equation invariant. It is these

infinitesimal generators that allow us to derive the series representation of Section

4.3 in a step by step manner. This analysis will be accomplished by finding the

invariant sutfaces, that satisfy the wave equation, of an infinitesimal generator that

ieaves the boundary curves æ : S(t) and ¿ : 0 as well as the homogeneous boundarSt

condition u : 0 invariant.

Soiutions developed in this manner resemble Fourier series and well-estabiished

theorems concerning the convergence of Fourier series are used to provide some

justiflcation of the results to be presented.
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Lastly, since it is not our purpose to expound upon Lie group theory, the

pertinent material in [Blu] is assumed, so that the continuity of this thesis can be

preserved.
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4.22 fnfr.nitesimals of the '\Mave Equation

\\i'e nou'make use of the material presented in chapters 2 and 4 of Bluman and

Kumei [Blu] io derive the infinitesimals arising from the grolrps of transformations

that leave the ',r'ave equation invariant. It wilt be shown that the rvave equation

admits an infinite number of one-parameter Lie groups, or more succinctly, that the

wave equation admits a non-trivial infinite parameter Lie group.

Suppose the wave equation admits an infinitesimal generator of the form

t./-(/ 'â L/ 
'â 'ô, : itlæ,,t,u) 

Aæ 
+ €zlæ,t,") A, + T(æ,t,") au. (4.2.1)

Let zqr¡ : (uy z¿) and ue): (urr,u,trul), then the first and second extensions

of.V are

vQ) : v + TÁ1) @,, t, u, u (r)l * * TL') @, t, u, u çr¡) fi;
and

y (z) 
-- y ( r ) * rt\') @,, t, u, u çt7, u (z)) * - rÅ:r) @, t, u, u 1t¡,, (r) *,

+rt\? þ,t,u,u1t¡,u(z))årr. (4.2.2)

BJ'Theorem 4.1.1-1 in chapter a of [Blu] the wave equation admits the group de-

termined by (a.2.1) if and only if

1r(2) (u¡¡ - u,") : 0
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whenever lltt = 'lrzz ' Application of $2 '2) results in the follorving invariance con-

dition for the wave equation
,/t\ 12\

rù;' - nii
(4.2.3)

using Theorem 2.3.4-1 from chapter 2 of lBlul, (4'2 3) can be rvritten as

,# . (,# ffi ,, - #u". (H,-,*) ",,
" 

- ry,"., * (#'m) (u')' - zffi"u' - o#@')'

- ffi u"@,)' - sffiu,u,, - 
a;i, 

:', -'Ôfi "u"'

: iJ. Q#,-'#) u. - #u, - (H, 
"*) 

""

- rX""). (# -,m) (")' - 2#u'u' - affiP'¡'

- ffi @,)" u, -'ffiu'u " - #u'u" - 2ÔÞu 
"u "'

conection of common powers of u(1) and ü(2) and replacement of u¿¿ by u", leads

to the equation

(,# #) - ('#, # -#)- - (-'# -'#.#)"'
:"(-,x:,+ì;." . (,x -,#):.",,. (# -'ffi)r"'t'
.i, #, - rm) u,u, - ffi tu'¡" - ffi u'@'¡" -'ôfi u'u"'

-ir"#, - Y,)'*r' * ffi{")' * ffit")'u' *'afiu'u" - 'afiu'u"'

¡ 21fiu"u,, -- o',

whereupon setting the coefrcients of the above tro zero ' 
we obtain the determining

equations 
,# - ?* :, @.z.aa)
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(4.2.4b)

(a.2.ac)

(4.2.4d)

(a.2.ae)

(4.2.4Í)

(4.2.4s)

(4.2.4h)
From (4.2.4h) u,e see that the infinitesimals {r and {2 are independent of z. Di{_
ferentiating (4'2.4d) and (4.2.4e) rvith respect to ¿ and ,) one can easil¡,shorv that
both {1 and {2 satisfy the wave equation. Incorporation of the trvo preceding con_
sequences into (4,2.4) leads to the reduced system

ô"T ô,n
al2 ôn2 - u

ô'n ð2n
ôæôu- A¿a;=u
)tz ôt'_- - '_ - rì
ôt ô,-u
ô€' ô€z

ot öx
o'n
===0O1r¿

Equation (4.2.5f) impties thal q is linear in 2,. Now, using equations ( .2.5b) and
(a.2.5a), we obtain

n:Àulu(æ,t),
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@.2.5a)

(4.2.5b)

(a.2.5c)

(4.2.5d)

(4.2.5f)

(4.3.6)



ri'he¡e À is an arbitrar¡' constant and tl(æ,/) is a solution of the rvave equation.

Since {1 must satisfy the u'ave equation, let

(r (2, t) : p(a + t) + ',þ(, - t), (4.2.7)

rvhere 9(() anã tþ(() are arbitrar¡' functions. Equations (4.2.5c,d) rvill be satisfied

i{

€z(æ,t) : 9þ +t) - tL(a - t).

Thus, the rvave equation admits the infinitesimal generator

(4.2.8)

v : (p(* + r) + ú(n - Ð) * + (ço(n + t) -,þ(, - Ð) &+ (Àø + -(*,ù *

The infinitesimal generators arising from a multi-parameter Lie group (infinite

or finite) form a Lie algebra, that is a vector space X over some field F which is

closed under an addiiional operation knorvn as commutation. The commutator of

two infinitesimal generators V1, V2 e f, is the inflnitesimal generator I/" € ,C defined

bi.

V. : [Vt,V2) = V1Ir2 - V2V1 .

Since generators form Lie algebras, we can form arbitrar¡, linear combinations that

produce new generators. It can be shot'n that the wave equation admits

tk : (p(, + r) + ú(æ - Ð) * + (e@ + t) -,þ(* - Ð) *,
â!i : )zi,

ou

(a.2.sa)

(4.2.eb)



and

@.2.ec)

from rvhich r,i'e can construct new generators.

From Lie's first fundamental theorem (Theorem 2.2.7-I jn lBlu]), it can be

shos'n that the Lie groups giving rise to (4.2.9b) and (4.3.9c) are

u -- etu (4.2.10)

and

I:t, u:u+eu (4.2.1r)

respectively, where e € $1. The group (4.2,11) arises as a consequence ofthe linearity

of the wave equation and tells us that if u and w are solutions, then so is u + eu.

The group (4.2.10) tells us that solutions of the rva'e equation are invariant under

arbitrar¡' scaling that is, if z is a solution then so is e"¿. More generaliy, groups

of similar type appear for any linear homogenous partial differential equation. The

group (4.2.10) has a second important interpretation which rve will make use of in

the next section. As an illustration of the interpretation, consider the infinitesimal

generator ¡u, : $ which arises from the group

c: : æ1 t = t I e, u: u, (4.2.12)

which bv Definition 2.2.5-1 in fBlu] is expressed in terms of canonical coordinates.

It is a. simple exercise to shorv that the wat'e equation is invariant under (4.2.12).

V* :.(r,t)!'Ou

7A



Norv, suppose that we ivant solutions of the *'a'e equation that are also in'ariant

su¡faces of the generator

i/¿ + Àrà : *. ^* Ø.2.rs)

Using Theorem 2.2.7-1 from lBlu], z : 0@,t) is an invariant surface of (4.2.i3) if

and only if

(vi + )t/>,)(¿ - o(c.t)) : s, (4.2J.4)

n'henever u = 0(æ,t), The last equation leads to the fi¡st order partial differential

equation

9.! : 
^t.¿Jt

which has characteristic equations

dr dt d0

0 : T: Àd'

f¡om rvhich we are able to const¡uct the general solution

u:0(æ,t):F(æ)e^',

in rvhich -F(æ) is some arbitrarv function of æ, The function .F(æ) is to be chosen so

ihat z : 0(æ,t) is a solutio¡ of the rvave equation. Substitution of the above into

TLtt : 'u¿¿ leads to the ordinary dife¡ential equation

F" (r) - À'?r(æ¡ : 9.

The preceding analysis produces results analogous to those obtained by ihe use of

ihe method of separation of variables, and in general the invariant solutions of

V + 
^I/^ 

(4.2.14)



will be the "separated" solutions

u : 0(r,t): F(')eÀ', (4.3.15)

rvhere r : r(r,l) and s: s(ø,1) are the canonical coordinates of the Lie group

giving rise to the infinitesimal generator Ii admitted bl,the tvave equation. Àgain,

u'e must ensure that .F (r) is chosen so that the rvave equation is satisÊed.

Suppose that rve want to use Û to solve the rvave equation. According to

Biuman and I(umei (see section a.  in [Blu]), if V leaves the boundary curves

and the corresponding boundar5' conditions invariant, then the invariant solution

corresponding to Û saiisfies the boundary value problem. It is important to note

ihat if the conditions specified on the bounda¡y curves in'olve derivatives of z, then

the appropriate extension of I/ must be used. when testing the invariance of said

conditions. The above requirements are quite restrictive and in practice one u,ill

not often be able to find an appropriate I^'.

In the next section we ri'i1l utilize a *'eake¡ form of invariance ihat will allow

us to deri'e series solutions for a rvide variety of Ilr4B\¡Ps. For example, conside¡

IÌ\,IB\/P (1.1.3) in the case ri'hen p(f) : S(t) : 0. Suppose that û leaves the

boundary cur'es and the corresponding homogenous boundary condition inva¡iant.

It rvill be shorvn that the boundary conditions (1.1.3b,c) correspond to the boundary

conditions u (0,.s) : 0 and z(-L, s) = 0, lor constant .L, in the rs-plane. As pointed
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out in section 3,2, the canonical coo¡dinates (r,s) of Û -up u time dependent

domain to a domain in which the boundary curves are gir.en by r = 0 and r =.L.

This critical fact sets the stage for the application of the method of separation

of variables to the *'ave equation, once it is expressed in te¡ms of the canonical

coordinates of Û. No attempt rvill be made to find an infinitesimal generator that

leaves the initial conditions and/or initial curve invariani (the preceding fact makes

the invariance i"'eak). These additional conditions must be addressed by other

meã,ns.

tt



4.3: Series Solution for a General IMBVP

The infinitesimal generator

t' -- (p(* - r) =ú(æ - ù * + @@ - t) -,t(, - Ð) * + 
^,* 

(4.3.r)

is admitted b5'the u'ave equation and leaves the boundary condition z : 0 invariant,

since I/z : 0 rvhenever z : 0. In order that (4.8.1) leave the boundar¡, ¡ : S

invariant, u'e must have

ú(O: -e(-O.

Thus, if the boundarS' curve ¿ : 0 is to be invariant, the inflnitesimal generator

mav be wr'tten in the form

r,: (p(t-*)- p(t -ù)#-(e(r- æ)+ee- ù)**^,*. Ø.s.2)

Similarly, the invariance of the moving boundary cur\¡e ø : S(f) under (4.3.2)

demands that

,pu + s(t)) _ ço(t _ s(¿))_ [e(¿ +,r(t)) + e(t _ s(r))].ç,(,) :0.

q'hich leads to the condition

e (¿ + ^t(r)) (1 - ^r'(f)) -- e (t - s(f)) (1 + s,(r))

d(¿-.r(¿)) _d(t+s(t))
eQ-S(t)) e(,+s(¿))'

or equivalentlv
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Let us assume that for any given 5(f) there exists a function 9((), deflned on

l-.9(0), oo), rvhich satisfies (4.3.3), and that ¿fu has an anti-derivative iÞ(() rvhich

is also defined on [-.Ç(0), oo). Then (4.3.3) can be rvritten as

o (¿ + .ç(f )) - Õ (, - ^r(r)) = ¿,

r¡'here -t is a constant of integration.

(4.3.4)

The in'ariant surfaces u: 0(æ,t) of (a.3.2) must satisfy the first order partiar

diflerential equation

(e(t + æ) - eU -,)) ff + @(t + æ) + eU - *¡¡ ff : >,a,

which has characteristic equations

d,æ dt d.0

,p(r + ù- - rA -õ = eA¡ ùT eA - æ) -- 
^o

or equivalentiy

#,#:#3:#
In vieu' or our pre'ious assumptions, these characteristic equations iead to the

general solution

0(æ,t): ã(Õ(f +æ) -Õ(t *æ))eì+0-,)

0(æ,t) =G(Õ(¿ + u) - q,(f - z)) eàè(t-'),

(4.3.5)

or equivalentlv
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where I1(() and G(() are arbitrary functions, If ive let C(() : ê(()exp (+(),

rvhere ô(O is an arbitrary function, then one can see that (a,S.6) is equivalent to

(4.3.5), so that ri'e mav restrict our attention to (4.3.5).

It should be noted that

r(r,,t) : Õ(t + ¿) - tÞ(l - ø), s(æ, r) : t'ø1t 
- r¡, (4.3.7 )

deflne a set of canonical coordinates for the group generaled by

rk : @(t + æ) - e(t - ù) * + @(t + æ) + eu - ù *.
Furthermore, it can be sho*'n that s(æ,1) is a particular solution of the flrst order

partial differentiai equation l\w(t.,t): 0, rvhile r(ø,f) is a particular solution of

V¿a(æ,t): 1. The coordinate transformation (a.3.7) is non-singular as long as

l r.- ,.'i: iÞ'(r+u)Õ'(l -')+0,
I "Ð o¿ 

I

q'hich is satisfied if there is a constant i/ such that

le(C)l< tø

{or all ( € [-5(0),oo). If rve further require that ¡fu € Cr, then Õ(() e C, and

IIiIBVP (1.1.3) can be expressed in terms of the canonical coordinates (a.3.2). In

particular, the boundary cur\¡es n = 0 and ¿ - S(¿) are respectively mapped to the

boundary curves r:0 and r = Lin the rs-plane, so that (4,3.7) is a change of the
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independent variables that "fixest' the mo'ing endpoint. Unfortunately, the image

of the initial line I : 0 under (4.3.7) rvill not usuall¡, be of the form ¡ :constant,

but rather n'ill be some cun'e ä(r, s) : 0. Although lr,e should be able to solve

(1.1.3) when it is expressed in terms o{ the canonical coordinates (4.3.2), the form

of the "initial" curve in the rs-p1ane mav make this difficult to do.

Note: It should be pointed out that, for a particular p(() satisfving (4.g.g), it is

possible that there will be alternati'e choices for the canonical coordiantes

under rvhich (1.1.3) will take a more con'enient form. For instance, consider

the infinitesimal generator

î, :**! ¿_@t+1)2.
UÎ 01

The canonical coordinates of íz are particular solutions of the partial difierentiar

equations

*,P + Gnt -t# = oox ot

and

,n,! * @t -1¡*: t,
UT OL

which have characteristic equations

d,æ dt d,to

rnæ rnl+7 0

dæ dt d.a_:,,.:._ (4.3.8)mæ ml,+ L I
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or

ffi:ffi:ly
d(l -,æ) _ d(t-æ) _d.u t:a(\*(t-; r)+r= n(t-r)+r= T' (43'e)

respectivell'. From (4.3.8), rve obtain the canonical coordinates

w=r(n,t)=#=, u=s(æ,1) : !h(^t-t),

rvhich are analogous to (3.2.1), the coo¡dinates employed b5, Greenspan, as

demonstrated in chapter 3, In this case, the transformed equation rvill have

separable solutions of the fo¡m P-(r) exp(im),-s). On the other hand, from

(4.3.9) we obtain

w : r(æ.t\ :h (*(t * ¿l r'l \ 1

f -ffiJ ' u: s(z't) = :Ln(¡n(t * æ) - 1)'

rvhich are in keeping with (4.3.7).

Expressing (1.1.3) in terms of the canonical coo¡dinates (4.3.2) can be avoided

altogether by rvorking directly rvith the general solution (a.3.5). The arbitrar¡,

function .t(r) must be chosen so that z : 0(æ,f) is a solution of the rva'e equation,

Upon diferentiation of (4.3.5), n'e find

o2o - "x,l/r'l' H,,(r\ - (q! -zrggl ¿,r"1ôrr:' l\U1 " (','(ô,, *to-ö,t), 
1L\

-'^ (# -^ (#)')"(.)]



and

ffi : a" 
l(*)' H,,(r) + (#.^K#)",,,,

,^(#. , (#)')",.,]
Substitution of the above into the *'ave equation, tvith (4.3.2) being noted, results

in

-2O'(t + æ)6, (t - æ)H,' (r) + ÀiÞ'(r * æ)Õ'(t - r.)H' (r) : g

or

H" (,) - ïu'r, : o. (4.3.10)

From (4.3.5) u'e see that boundary conditions (1.1.3b,c) (with p(t) : q(t) : 0) $'ill

be satisfied, for an arbitra.y Õ((), if and only if

¡1(0) = 0 (4.3.11)

and

H(L) :0, (4.3.t2)

the last two conditions serving as boundar¡, conditions for the differential equation

(4.3.10). Integration of (a.3.10) leads to

H'(r)-ïrrr:0,

where ,4 is a constant. The last equation is a non-homogenous first order linear

differeniial equation, 
''ith integrating factor 

"xp (]r) , which ma]' be rewritten in

the form

# ("+, "Ø) -_ Â"ì.,



$'he¡eupon a second integration yields

"ì"nî): ]a"+" + a

H(r): ¿* Bei",

for some arbitrary constants A anò, B. Condition (4.8.i1) implies that A : *8,

after rvhich (4.3.12) requires that

B ("à¿ - 1) :0, (4.3.13)

i'hich is satisfied trivially rvhen B : 0. Alternatively, if we set lL :2nn,i lot some

integer n, then (4.3.13) holds for any B. Thus u'e set

, 2nzi
"L

and s'rile the solution H(r) of (4.3.10), (4.9.1i) and (4.8.12) in the form

H(r):B(eiÀ"-1) ,

f¡om which we deduce, b¡' 1,it1u" of (4.3.5), that

0(æ,t) :B (e;r.(+{r+')-Õ(t-r)) - r) 
"or"otr-"1

0(æ,t) : B (eà"+tt*'l - "il"+f 
i-'l) 

,
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in analogS' u'ith (3.2.21). Since the above satisfies the homogenous wave equation

rvith homogenous boundary conditions, we may superimpose solutions io obtain the

solution

(4.3.14)

where once again the coefficients Bn are to be dete¡mined by the initial conditions

These initial conditions, u'hen applied to (4.3.14), produce the equations

/(") : 
"I 

B, (";>"+l')-.â"+t-"r) (4.3.15)

and

oo

s(') = Ð a.(t>,,ø'çæ¡"iÀ,,{'(¿) -iÀ,Õ,(-æ¡etÀ"+(-")) . (4.s.16)

Integrating ,a;;:",r, respect to æ, rve obtain

c(r) : Ë B^(e;x"+{")*.;r,,+r-'l) , (4.s.12)

nhere, as in chapter,, ,n*",l "l ,oss in generalit¡,in defining the anti-derivati'e

G(æ)bv

îrc(x): 
Jo sQ)dr.

Addii'ion and subt¡action of equations (4.3.15) and (4.s.12) produces the equations

and

16

;(G(,)+/(')) : | 8""ù"+('r

1æ

;(G@) -/(')) : \- 8,,";'"*{-')

,;

(4.3.18)

(4.3.1e)



If the equations (a.3.15) and (a.3.16) are to be satisfied, it is apparent that /(æ)

and g(ø) must be odd functions on the interval [-S(0),,g(0)], u,hich is in keeping

with the extension rule motivated by (2.3.2) l'ith p(t) :0. \4¡ith this in mind, rve

see that (4.3.19) is me¡ely a consequence of (a.3.18).

In an effort to determine the coefficients 8," appearing in (4.8.18), consider the

integral

, : It'o' "iÀ"Õ(a)"-;À¡ö( 
.) Þ, (*)d,æ,

J - s(o)

{or anv integer k. If n : È, then b¡' (4.3.4), we have

i.s(o)r: | ô,(æ)d,æ: Õ(s(0))_ o(_s(0))_ ¿,
J _s(o)

rvhile if n f k, lhen

¡s(o)
I : I et( À" - Àr )0( Ð)C,'(¿)du

./ _s(o)

: #u ["r{r,.-ru;o{s{o)) - er().-)À)ö(-s(0))]

-íi-- , ¿i()"_ÀÀ)+(_s(0)) f.l{r"_^^)l _ rl : o.À"-À¡ L J

Thus, upon multiplying (4.3.18) bv exp (-i)¡iÞ(c)) dø(æ) and integrating rvith re-

spect to æ, we obtain

* I /4=s(0) lB":+l ;(c(ø)-'¡1ø¡¡e*tÀ"o{")ao1æ¡, (4.s.20)L J,=_s(o) z .

and therefore IÀ,IB\¡P (1.1.3) is formall¡'solved by (4.3.14), where the 8," are deter-

rnined by (4.3.20), The validity of the above is based on a number of assumptions

which are summarized belorv:



1. For any .9(l) satisfying 1,9'(t)l < 1, there exists a rp(() defined on l-S(0), oo)

such that

a) ;fu e cl,

b) there exists a constant ,4{ such that l9(()] <.aa.

2. The series deflned b¡' (4.3.14) satisfies the following conditions:

a) (a.3.t+) and all series obtained from it by termrvise difrerentiation, up to

and including second order derivatives, converge uniformly for all (ø,f)

saiisfying the inequalities -.ç(f) < r. < S(t), 0 <t <T, ? < oo,

b) (4.3.14), rvith t:0, converges uniformly to /(æ) on -,9(0) < æ < ^9(0) and

the series obtained from (4.3.14) bl' termwise diffe¡entiation tith respect

to I converges uniformly to g(ø) u'hen l:0 on -.9(0) < ø < S(0).

It is also noted that, under the above assumptions, the series (4.3.14) u'ill also

solve IMB\¡P (i.1.3) on D1 = {(æ,¿)l - S(¿) <æ<5(f), t>0} as tong as /(æ)

and g(æ) are odd functions on the interval f-^ç(0),S(0)].
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The series solution (4.3.14) can be ihought of as a generali za!,ion ol the results

presented by Balazs. Indeed, if ive set Õ(() :ln(m( * 1) and Z : f" (ffi) tfr."

rve obtain series (3.2.21). Furthermore, if rve let Õ(O : ( and Z : 2 in (4.3.1a), it

can be shot'n that (4.3,14) is equivalent to the se¡ies obtained when one solves the

fixed endpoint problem on 0 < a < 1.

Before studying the convergence properties of (a.3.14), let us consider some

examples of boundary curves ¿ : s(l) that can arise f¡om choosing specific functions

Õ((). For example, let

ø(ö:f(+b,

ryhere å is some constant. Then, by (a.3.a), rr'e have

(4.3.21)

^fr+sø+b-ft-qt¡r:¡.
ivhich leads to

, + ^5(¿) t' b : t -.ç(f) + b + 2lytl - 51¿¡ 6 ¡ ¡z

(25(r) - ¡z)2 :472 (¿ - s(r) + ö).

This is simply a quadratic equation in.9(i), rvhich may be solved to give

Ttt
s(Ð: L\lt*u - î
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Unless otherivise stated, rve rvill henceforth assume thal L > 0. From (4.8.21), we

must have ( > -å which leads to

-lr+å)<¿<lt+ól

or, by (4.3.22),

-(¿+å)<

rvhich rvill be satisfied as long as "E;+
<(r+ó),

L'\t+b- +)= (t + b)2

or equivalently

(4.3.23)

Inequaìit¡' (4.3.23) is satisfred for all times I ) 0, and thus the requirement ( ) -ó
does not impose any restrictions on the constants Z and å. Norv, from (4.3.22), tve

must require that ó > f;, so that S(f ) wiil be defined for all times f ) 0. Graphs of

the (symmetric) flfth and tenth partial sums u5, z1¡, for various values of l, in the

case when fþ): t, g(æ) : e(r): S(t) -- 0, L = 2 and å: 5 appear in diagrams

4.3.1.

Note: In the above example Õ(() --å 0 as ( --+ oo, so that the canonical coordinates

(4.3,7) become singular (for any fixed z) as I ---.r oo. Accordingly, lve cannot

necessaril¡' expect a solution expressed in the form (4.3.14) to exhibil the cor-

rect limiting behaviour as f --+ co. Let us restricl our attention to the case

(,*,- T)'r,
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Diagram 4.3.1a

Diagram 4,3.1b
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Diagram 4,3.1c

Diagram 4.3.1d
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0 < .ç'(r) ( 1 as is required if (4.3.14) is to be unique. Now, equation (4.J.14)

can be tvritten in the form

oo

u(æ,r): f ,n"-,i" f|1o1r +z)* Õ(t -,¡¡l "'*r*r,+r)++(r-i')).|z I

À4oreo'er,J; n 
'

ti- .i" [+ (o(i - æ)- Õ(r - u ))l =¿+co L2' "l
r\

,ri1.in L+ Qt +;11 Vr -;;)] - o, U'3'24)

rvhich leads us to the conclusion lim¿*"o z(æ,1) : 0 for each fixed ¿, In addi-

tion, from section 2,4, we har.e the equation

r,(r) = ]s,(r)({s,(,)1, - t) [*ll Ø3.25)2 .'\' ) l1rJl,=s(r)

rvhose validity is dependent only upon the fact that the boundary conditions

of (1.1.3b,c) are assumed to homogenous, Recall thai the energy of the string

modelled bv (1.1.3) is given by

E(Ð: l, ; (t*l' .1#l')*
for any iime f ) 0. F¡om (4.3.22) and (4.3.25), with Z > 0, we see that

,B(J) < E(0) *'here

E(0\: ["(o)t 'Jo i (tø(')J'-tÍ'@)1")dt 1æ'

In particular,

rliråE(l) < co,
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from rvhich we deduce that z1 ---r 0 and tr." + 0, as I --+ oo, rvhich leads to

the conclusion z --+ constant as I -r co. If the solution is continuous, then we

have ø *-r 0, rvhich is in agreement rvith the limit (4.8.24). Unfortunatel¡,, the

currenl example does not possess a continuous solution (as seen in diagrams

4.3.1) and thus l'e can not comment on its long term behaviour.

More generall¡', we note that, bv varying our choice of the function Õ(O, we

can solve (1.f.3) for a variety of different boundarv curves æ : S(¿). As additional

examples, we observe thai i{ Õ(() : ,{- then

sØ: Ï, (t +./øAi tyl:) ,

while, if Õ(O : (( + å)2 then

s(t)= --L
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4.4: Convergence of Series Solutions

In this section rve shon'hou. a simple change of variable in (4.3.16) and (4.3.20)

rvill allou'for the application of standard convergence theorems concerning Fourier

series to the investigation o{ the convergence properties of (a.8.14). Let us restrict

our attention to

F(u): 
^t*"^"0^.*r-r, 

(4.4.r)

where

r ¡S(o)B"=+l .r6¡"-i^"*(-)Õ'(.)dr. (4.4.2)r' J _ s(o)

Let ( : Õ(ur) then since Õ'(tu) I 0, (4.4.1) and (a.4.2) become

r1{) :,_Ë a,,rÀ-( (4.4.8)

and

1 r^ð(s(o))B":+l ug"-;t-td,(, (4.4.4),,/ö(-s(0))

where -l?(() : F (Õ-t(()). Formally, (a.a.3) is the Fou¡ier series of ,I1(() where the

Fourie¡ coefficients 8," are determined by (+.a.a). Series (4.4.3) can be written in :

the equivalent form

II|) : +* Ë f," cos(À,fl * ó, sin(À"Ol , (4.4.5)

where

e ¡Þ (s( o))

"":: I ä(() cos(À.Od(, n:0,!,2,...,L Jo



and

, i^Õ ( s(o) )
b"=+ I fl(()sin(),()d(, n:7,2,s,..L Jo

The coefficients -B,, are related to ø," and ó" by the equations

ao :280, a.: B^ * B-n, b^:i(8.-B-^).

The follorving theorems refer to (4.4.5) and can be found in texts like [Chu] and

lTv"l.

Theorem L. Let H (() be a continuous L-periodic íunction, u,ith Ht(() piecevise

continuous. Then (4.4.5) convelges uniformJ¡, to H(O.

Theorem 2. Let H(e) be a continuous L-periodic function and let Ht(() be piece-

s'ise smooth. Then the Fourier expansion of H,(() can be obtained from termv,ise

differentiation o{ (a.a.5) and converges to Ht(() at all points of continuity and to

the average of the jump at aJ] points of dicontinuity of Ht(O.

Suppose we require 11(() to be twice continuousì.¡, difierentiable and.ÈI,r,(()

to be piecewise continuous for all ( then by Theorem 1, the Fourier expansions of

II((), H'(e) and fI"(() are uniformìy convergent. Furthermo¡e by Theorem 2, the

expansions of l1'(() and 11"(() can be obtained via term*,ise difle¡entiation of the
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expansions of -H(() and lI'(() Ìespecti\¡ely. Differentiating 1J((), u,e obtain

H'(O: f {.-'tel)¡" (Õ-'(0)

: -it'''' 
(4'4'6)

LI 12 )2H,,(O: 
id( 

(Õ-'(O)l r, (ô-'(O)+ * {o-'fe ))F,(Õ-,(0)

= --] ^F,,(-¡- 
Õ"(t')-¡,¡-.¡ (4'47)

[Õ'(,)]' IÕ,(,)l'
I ) 13

H"'(O: 
ld( 

(Õ-'(O)l r"'(Õ-'(o)

+ 3# (o-'(o) ft {r-,<el)F,,,(Õ-'(o) * fr {o-,tel)F,(Õ-,(o)

: --r - p,,,¡r., - 
3Ö"(tr.') 

",,,r,., 
, 3Õ"(r) - Õ"'(.)iÞ'(.) ,,r",.r- [Õr(?,,)]" 

\w) - IÕGF' \-/ î ¡*a,¡ 
r ltrt

(4.4.8)

from which we see that if:

1,. F(w) € C2 and .t"" (zr) is piecewise continuous, and.

2. ø(u) € C2 Õ''(?r) is piecervise continuous ""d ¡fo is continuously differen-

tiable,

then the conditions imposed on I1(() are satisfied. Furthermore since (4.4.8) is

uniformly convergent, (4.4.1) is uniformly convergent. From (4.4.6) and (4,4.7) the

series

Aft¡"'1'¡ : .t-o^.u.e'À'Õ(.,')
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and

are

the

; -..1 ..; F,,(.)- j14r,1',) : i (iÀ,)2 p.¿ix.+(*¡
lÕ'(,)l' [Õ,(,)]" n?*'

both uniforml¡' convergent. Solving the above for .Ft(u) and Ff,(zr), lve obtain

follorving convergent series

F'(ta) :o'(-) Ë i^,"8-ei^*4('')

and

F" þu) : o" {,, ),Ë ;.1 n B -¿í\-þ 
(-) + [Õ' (u, )]'z _i _to ^*)' 

u *ei'\,, 
Õ(",),

lvhich can be obtained by termwise difie¡entiation of (4.a.1). Since li(O is assumed

to be tr-periodic, the function ¡'(11,) must sarisf¡' f' (O-t (()) : ¡' (Õ-t (( - I)) or

F(u):r(Õ-1[Õ(?/,)-¿]) (4.4.e)

Now, suppose that in addition to our standing assumptions, u,e tequire,f,rt(æ)

anð, gtt(a) to be piecewise continuous, then (4.3.18) and (4.3.1g) converge uniformly

to !(G(n) - /(c)) and iGþ) - /(æ)) respectively (on (-S(0),,S(0))). Fu¡the¡-

more the se¡ies obtained by te¡m¡i'ise diffe¡entiaiion r¡'ith respect to z converges

uniformly to | (g(r) - f'(r)) and | (g(z) - f'(*)) and therefore series (4.3.14) con-

verges uniformlv to /(æ) and

I (o'1'¡r'^'Õ(') - Õ'(-').r'r"+r-'l)
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con\rerges uniforml¡' to g(æ) r.hen l:0 and -,ç(0) < æ < ^ç(0). In view of (4.4.9)

rr'e must have

f (n) + c(æ): / (Õ-' lo(tlJ) - r,l) + G (Õ-r io(?l,) - ¿l)

and

Í(æ) - c(r): / (o-' Io(1,) _ Ll) _ c (Õ-1 lÕ(t,) _ rl) ,

which lead to

Í(,) : Í (Õ-i [Õ(?,) - ,]) (4.4.10)

and 
G@) : GrÕ-, [o(u)- r]) . (4.4.1r)

In analogy with section 2.2, (4.4.70) and (4.4.11) can be thought of as extension

rules fo¡ the functions /(r) and G(z). For example, let O(() : tn(rn( * 1) and

¿ : ì" (l+#) then (4.4.10) becomes

rþ) :Í ll l",.o (rn(*, * 1) _ h ( -*) l _ ,l l
\m l 

__. 
\___\.,_ -t -..\t_^) ),))

-/(m-1)¿+2\:-/l\- -/--'-ì.
\ m+r /

rvhich is analogous rvith results presented in section 2,2 lor the extension of /(æ)

f¡om [0. 1l to 11. -L].L ' t_Ìn)

Finally, since n'e can construct (4.3.14) from (4.4.1) using the substitutions

u : t * æ ar'd u : t - t,t (4.3.14) is uniformì¡' convergent and fu¡the¡more the

expansions ol u,, u¡, 'tlzt¡ Løt and ¿¿¿ converge uniformiy and can be obtained from

(4.3.14).



Summary

Using a const¡uctive procedure, it rvas shot'n (in section 2.3) that a solution

o{ iÀ48\¡P (1.1.3) exists as long as ],9,(r)i < 1. Ir rvas then demonstrated how

this solution could be used to verify certain important theoretical properties, that

in part, let us verifl' thai (1.1.3) is rvell posed. Furthermore, the form of this

solution allou's us to conclude that the fundamental effect of a mo*ing endpoint

is simpll' an elongation/contraction (aibeit non-linear in most cases) of the u,aves

that a¡e reflected from this endpoint. In fact, rve have seen that eve¡J, time a

wave interacts ivith the moving endpoinl, this elongation/contraction appears in the

form of the function z((). One of the most important properties of the d,Alembert

solution is that the solution of (1.i.3) can be computed exactl¡, for any finite time

f. Furthermore, formulae (2,3.6)-(2.3.9) shor¡'us exactl¡' þsvi' the solution evolves

as time progresses, by keeping track of individual disturbances (rvaves), the sources

of these diturbances and the effect of the moving endpoint.

The series solutions, derived in section 4.3, are an extension of Balazs, work

and arise in a unified manner through ihe theory of Lie groups. These solutions a¡e

dependent upon the the discovery of a suitabie function iÞ((), satisfying (4.3.4), for

each particular function ^Ç(f), identifying the moving boudary. once an appropriate

{unction Õ(() has been obtained, we can construcl a set of canonical coo¡dinates
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that map a time dependenl domain to a semi-infinite ,,strip',. When (1.1.3) is

expressed in terms of the canonical coordinates, rve are free to appl5, solution tech-

niques that are designed to handle the "fixed" end case. The function Õ(O is like

the function z({) in the respect that Õ(() can be thought of as inducing a stretch of

standard eigenfunctions to obtain nel\' ones rvhich allow us lo solve (1.1.3). Hotvever,

unlike z({), rve do not have a sufficient conditon that will guarantee the existence

of a suitable choice of Õ((), A possible avenue of exploration presents itself in the

form of equation (4.4.9). It was r.erified for the case S (t) : ,n¿ * 1 that

Þ*'(Õ(o - L): "(o,

s'hich can be shorvn to be a restatement of (4.3.4). Using this relationship, it is

possible that one could esiablish the existence of a suitable Õ(() for a gi'en lunction

s(f) and at the same time pro'ide a unifying link between the solutions of sections

2.3 anð, 4.3.

Unfortunately, the existence of the function Þ(() is not the only question left

unansrvered in regards to (4.3.14). Section 4.4 simply indicates how rigorous con-

I'ergence sfatements might be made and is b¡'no means an exhaustive stud1, ef 1¡"

con\¡ergence properties of (a.3.1a). \4¡ork in this area could build directly upon the

material we have presented, o¡ on the other hand a more abstract approach may

prove benefrcial,
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Returning to the IMB\IP (1.1.3), or more precisel5' ihe model from rvhich it

rvas obtained, there is no reason to suspect that (1.1.3) retains all of the impor-

tanl physical behaviour described bl' the more general vectorial problem (1.1.1),

Therefore, anr. subsequent analysis rvould not be complete l'ithout an aftempt to

address the possil¡ilitl of including non-homogeneities in both the differential equa-

tion and the boundary conditions of (1.1.3). Furthermore, such ana.lysis should

have as its ultimate objective the solution of the vectorial IÀ{B\/P, as stated in the

introduction,

Finally, recent discussion about the initial Oedipus flight has introduced a need

to generaJize the boundary conditions of this model. This in turn could motivate

further study of (1.1.3) rvhere Neumann and/or Robin conditons are given in place

of the existing Diriclùet conditions.
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